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1

INTRODUCTION

Remedial action performed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation
Liability Act (CERCLA) response actions within the Butte Priority Soils Operable Unit
(BPSOU) included stormwater controls, waste removal, and engineered caps over mine waste
left in place or contaminated areas. Settling Defendants (SDs) are required to provide a written
operation and maintenance (O&M) plan to document compliance of O&M obligations for
established programs related to solid media remedy as described in the 2020 Record of Decision
Amendment (RODA) (EPA, 2020a), and 2020 BPSOU Consent Decree (CD) and Further
Remedial Elements Statement of Work (EPA, 2020b). Reclaimed areas (Figure 1), sometimes
called sites, must be monitored, evaluated, and maintained to achieve performance standards
established in the U.S. Environmental Agency (EPA) Butte Reclamation Evaluation System
(BRES) document (Appendix B to the EPA Record of Decision [ROD], BPSOU Silver Bow
Creek/Butte Area National Priority List [NPL] Site [EPA, 2006]). Completion of the routine
inspection and maintenance activities described in this plan are required to ensure waste is not
exposed and performance standards achieved through the remedial action are upheld.
1.1

Scope

The performance standard that all reclaimed areas in the BPSOU must achieve was originally
described under the 2006 ROD (EPA, 2006), and revised as described in the 2020 RODA (EPA,
2020a). The BRES specifies the evaluation methodology and guidelines for corrective action.
As a result, it is the governing guidance document related to performance standards (that
reclaimed areas must achieve), evaluation methods, and corrective actions. The BRES is not a
maintenance plan. As the ROD stipulates a requirement for a maintenance and monitoring
(M&M) plan for reclaimed areas, this Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan (Plan) provides the
means and methods necessary to consistently maintain reclaimed areas to ensure the stability and
integrity of those areas. Standard maintenance procedures (SMPs) provided in this Plan will be
followed to provide assurance that maintenance performed on reclaimed areas is completed to a
level that will continue to protect human health and the environment over the long-term.
Concurrently, the BRES Field Manual (Atlantic Richfield, 2018a) provides guidance to evaluate
the stability, integrity, and degree of human and environmental protectiveness afforded by the
response actions at the sites.
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1.2

Supplemental Material

This Plan incorporates or references various supplemental documents related to the work. This
information is included as the appendices below:
Appendix A Associated Boundaries
Appendix A.1 List Reclaimed, Unreclaimed, and Insufficiently Reclaimed Areas
Appendix A.2 Superfund Stormwater Structures at Reclaimed Areas Evaluated Under
BRES.
Appendix B Procedures, Field Forms, and Specifications
Appendix B.1 Standard Maintenance Procedures
Appendix B.2 Engineered Covers Field Form
Appendix B.3 Butte Hill Revegetation Specifications
Appendix C Reports
Appendix C.1 Summary and Technical Recommendations Report
Appendix C.2 Corrective Action Plan
Appendix C.3 Annual Maintenance and Monitoring Report
1.3

Roles and Responsibilities

This section describes evaluation, maintenance, monitoring, and oversight responsibilities.
1.3.1

Butte-Silver Bow

The Butte-Silver Bow (BSB) Department of Reclamation and Environmental Services is
responsible for all monitoring, maintenance, and reporting described in this Plan; coordinating
the associated annual field evaluation training prior to completing field evaluations; and
performing all associated maintenance and monitoring required to ensure reclaimed areas in
BPSOU remain protective of human health and the environment. Key individuals comprising
the BSB Department of Reclamation and Environmental Services are shown on Figure 2 and
responsibilities are described below.
Program Director
The Program Director, Eric Hassler, oversees all activities and implementation of remedial
actions throughout the department related to Superfund.
Assistant Program Director
The Assistant Program Director, Julia Crain, assumes the role of BRES Administrator. This
individual is responsible for coordinating annual field evaluator training, overseeing system
database and Geographic Information System (GIS) components, assuring the quality of all field
data, compiling all associated reporting requirements described in this Plan, maintaining quality
records, managing program data, and reporting final remediated property requirements to the
Agencies.
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Environment and O&M Division Manager
The Environment and O&M Division Manager (O&M Manager), Brandon Warner, assumes the
role of Project Manager for reclaimed areas monitoring, maintenance, and end-use compliance.
The O&M Manager/Project Manager is responsible for maintaining the official approved Quality
Assurance Project Plan (QAPP), scheduling all work to be completed, and ensuring that the work
is performed in accordance with the requirements contained herein. The O&M Manager/Project
Manager is also responsible for consulting with the Program Director and/or Assistant Program
Director regarding any project deficiencies and resolutions.
Data Management Division Manager
The Data Management Division Manager, Abby Peltomaa, ensures data quality is completed per
the project QAPP, leads preparation and review of project final reports, evaluates information
from instances of nonconformance, and evaluates inspection reports and surveillance reports.
GIS Data Specialist
The GIS Data Specialist, Jeremy Grotbo, ensures up-to-date GIS data are verified and
maintained in the project database, maintains GIS data such as site boundaries, updates proposed
changes to site boundaries as described within standard procedures, and notifies team members
of updates.
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Figure 2. BPSOU Reclaimed Areas Program Organization and Communication Structure

1.3.2

Annual Field Evaluation Contractor

An external, independent contractor will perform routine annual field evaluations, as described in
the BRES Field Manual (Atlantic Richfield, 2018a), and provide the results to BSB for review
and selection of appropriate corrective actions. The evaluation contractor must undergo annual
training to accurately perform the evaluations as described in the BRES Field Manual.
1.3.3

EPA and DEQ – Agency Oversight

Regulatory agency oversight is provided by EPA, Region 8 and Montana Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ). EPA is the lead regulatory agency and acts in consultation with
the DEQ. EPA Remedial Project Manager, Nikia Greene, and Montana DEQ Project Officer,
Daryl Reed, referred to collectively as the Agencies, are responsible for ensuring M&M
activities are performed as described in this Plan, reviewing Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) and
related summary reports, ensuring reports are submitted as prescribed, and participating in
performance monitoring inspections.
1.3.4

Atlantic Richfield Liability Manager

Atlantic Richfield Liability Manager, Mike Mc Anulty, will ensure the program is implemented
as prescribed; monitor the performance of the reclaimed areas, maintenance, and reporting
activities; review all field recommendations with BSB prior to the recommendations being
submitted for Agency approval; may make recommendations for adjustments to existing
reclaimed areas boundaries; and will review all field recommendations with BSB prior to the
recommendations being submitted for Agency approval.
The following require review and approval by Atlantic Richfield Company prior to
implementation:

1.4

•

Proposed evaluation of new sites/areas for reclamation.

•

Addition of stormwater features.

•

Additional remedial investigation of sites.

•

Recommendation for engineering evaluation.

•

Deviations from the approved schedule.
Staffing and Training

In addition to routine work practice training provided by BSB, field crew personnel will undergo
training related to Superfund practices, policies, procedures, and past remedial actions to ensure
corrective action field work does not impact performance of remedies in place.
The SMPs listed in this Plan (and included in Appendix B.1) are structured to ensure corrective
measures are applied consistently for specific trigger items. Staff will be trained on the proper
application of SMPs and how to properly document field work completed.
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1.5

Evaluation Tool

The BRES Field Manual (Atlantic Richfield, 2018a) describes the BRES evaluation tool and
instructions specifically designed for use in the upland environment in Butte, Montana, and
designed to address the diverse land types and uses of reclaimed areas. This document provides
methods and performance standards to accurately evaluate the integrity, stability, and
protectiveness of remedial work performed in reclaimed areas and will continue to be used to
evaluate and prescribe corrective actions on reclaimed areas within BPSOU in perpetuity.
1.5.1

Site Evaluations

Site evaluations are performed annually by an external, objective, and unbiased contractor,
typically in the late spring period on a rotating schedule that occurs every four years. Results of
the annual site evaluations are reported to the O&M Manager. Trigger items listed in the
evaluations are used to identify maintenance tasks, and these trigger items will be referenced as
applicable in any associated CAP.
1.6

Site Access

Access to reclaimed areas is required to complete evaluations and related M&M tasks.
Reclaimed areas reside on SD-owned property and privately owned lands. Permission to access
lands must be obtained prior to site arrival. To the greatest extent possible, land access
agreements or easements have been established already. Notification should be given to property
owners 48-hours prior to site arrival.
1.6.1

Sites on Privately Owned Property

A list of sites located on private, third-party owned property is provided in the Institutional
Controls Implementation and Assurance Plan (ICIAP) (BSB/Atlantic Richfield, 2019).
1.6.2

Access Agreements

Prior to conducting remediation or evaluation activities on private, non-residential property,
access must be obtained from the property owner. Refer to the ICIAP (BSB/Atlantic Richfield,
2019).
1.7

Maintenance Schedule and Coordination

Butte-Silver Bow is responsible for maintenance and completion of corrective actions driven by
annual site evaluations. Corrective action will be completed within one calendar year of the
inspection as specified in the ROD (EPA, 2006). Conventional maintenance tasks described in
Section 7.6 will be completed according to priority and availability of resources as determined
by the O&M Manager.
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1.8

Health, Safety, and Environment

All work will be performed in accordance with the current BSB health and safety requirements.
All personnel are responsible for reviewing, understanding, and implementing the safe work
practices required by BSB.
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2

BACKGROUND

Previous response actions implemented within BPSOU were conducted as time critical removal
actions (TCRAs) and expedited response actions (ERAs) to address immediate human health and
environmental risks. EPA developed the BRES (EPA, 2006) as an evaluation tool to assess
reclamation work completed on lands impacted by mining within the operable unit. The
evaluation tool is used to assess the stability, integrity, and degree of human and environmental
protectiveness provided by reclamation actions and sets the criteria for long-term performance of
reclaimed areas. Along with the BRES, the BRES Field Manual (Atlantic Richfield, 2018a) will
be used to guide field evaluations.
2.1

Past Remedial Actions Summary

Initial response actions focused on addressing mine waste left in place. The TCRAs and ERAs
used a land reclamation technique involving cover soil caps and revegetation. Superfund law
requires “actions to be consistent with, and contribute to, the efficient performance of a final
long-term remedial action (EPA, 2006)” to the extent practicable. As a result, EPA required
early response actions to be designed and constructed consistent with any final remedy.
2.2

Site Descriptions Summary

Sites with impacted soil were grouped into different categories for remedial action during the
remedial field investigation phase. The categories are defined in sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.4. A
logic diagram, described in Section 2.2.2 below, helps in identifying the additional evaluation
and remedial action requirements of solid media sites.
2.2.1

Conditional, Limited No Further Action

Areas that were reclaimed during previous cleanups and that were determined to have met
standards and cleanup objectives in the corresponding Response Action Summary Document
require periodic assessments of reclamation conditions. Corrective actions will be implemented
as necessary as a result of annual evaluations or other related maintenance programs such as the
Surface Water Management Program or activities conducted Interim Operation and Maintenance
Plan (O&M) for the BSB Superfund Storm Water System (SSWS) within the BPSOU (BSB
O&M SSWS Plan) (BSB, 2018) or other applicable stormwater O&M plans.
2.2.2

Unreclaimed Source Areas Exceeding Action Level(s)

The ROD (EPA, 2006) also categorized sites as Unreclaimed. Unreclaimed areas will be
evaluated individually as described in the Unreclaimed Sites Quality Assurance Project Plan
(QAPP) (Atlantic Richfield, 2018b) and Attachment C Further Remedial Elements Scope of
Work to the BPSOU CD (EPA, 2020b) to assess past sampling events and results, identify sitespecific issues, and develop specific Field Sampling Plans (FSPs). If the evaluation determines
that contaminants of concern (COCs) exceeding human health criteria or substantially
contributing to the degradation of surface water runoff are present at the site, a Remedial Action
Work Plan (RAWP) will be generated for agency approval. The RAWP will define the
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appropriate actions required to remediate the site. Sites identified under the Field Survey of
Previously Reclaimed Areas (PRP Group, 1997) will be reviewed to determine if additional
action is required. Reviews may include previous BRES field evaluations, site evaluations, or
construction completion reports to determine if remediation met ROD objectives.
Additional sampling may be necessary for sites listed in the Field Survey of Unreclaimed Areas
(CDM, 1997) or sites considered for remedial action under a specific Administrative ROD or
known Source Area. Sites listed in these categories likely have not received remediation and
may not be completely characterized. A soil logic sampling diagram may be used to determine if
site sampling is necessary. If sampling is necessary, samples will be collected as described in the
Unreclaimed Sites QAPP (Atlantic Richfield, 2018b) and site-specific, Agency-approved FSP.
Site evaluations and sampling performed under the guidance of an approved QAPP and FSP will
be used to determine if COCs are present, if concentrations exceed specific action levels, or if the
site condition is related to mining and contributes to the exceedance of surface water Applicable
or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs). The results of site-specific evaluations and
sampling will ultimately be used to determine appropriate site reclamation requirements. Upon
completion of any required reclamation, sites will be maintained per this Plan.
2.2.3

Unreclaimed Source Areas Impacting Surface Water Quality

Unreclaimed source areas not exceeding lead or arsenic action levels may require reclamation to
address contributions to stormwater contamination of surface water. Upon completion of
remediation activities, associated long-term M&M tasks will be carried out according to the BSB
O&M SSWS Plan (BSB, 2018).
2.2.4

Previously Reclaimed Sites Not Addressed

Sites where reclamation took place outside of removal actions mandated or performed by EPA
require continued M&M activity and possible further reclamation to meet performance standards
described in the BRES (EPA, 2006). Refer to the solid media site evaluation logic diagram in
the Unreclaimed Sites QAPP (Atlantic Richfield, 2018b) for additional guidance.
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3

BOUNDARY REVISIONS

As described in the BRES (EPA, 2006), sites were divided into smaller land units referred to as
polygons to improve the accuracy and precision of evaluations performed (polygons are smaller,
specific areas within an established site boundary created to identify field evaluation findings,
maintenance actions, or differences in vegetation). The initial assessment of these polygon
boundaries resulted in numerous polygon areas. The original polygon delineation was reevaluated and altered in 2018 to adjust boundaries to physical features, better reflect reclaimed
conditions on the ground, and consolidate adjacent areas with similar cap types. Boundary
adjustments and site reclamation details will be provided in a BPSOU Reclaimed Areas
Boundary Adjustments Report being developed (at the time of this writing the report has not
been published). Appendix A.1 provides a list of reclaimed area boundaries and includes the site
name, reclaimed area field identification number, and the site’s former BRES field identification
number. Unreclaimed areas are evaluated per the Unreclaimed Sites QAPP (Atlantic Richfield,
2018b); if an area is determined to require reclamation, it will be reclaimed according to Butte
Hill Revegetation Specifications (BHRS) (Appendix B.3), as appropriate, and will be added to
the site list and evaluated under this Plan.
This section includes additional information regarding boundary adjustments and methods to
perform them. Adjustments should be considered periodically, as allowed by the ROD (EPA,
2006), to ensure evaluations are accurately performed and to improve the precision of
evaluations completed.
3.1

Adjustments to Physical Features

Site boundaries may undergo re-evaluation every nine years or following two complete BRES
evaluation cycles. Initial polygon delineation resulted in unclear boundaries at several locations
making it difficult for field personnel to distinguish the site in the field. To all extent possible,
polygons were extended to include available physical features such as roadways, curbs, fencing,
etc. Boundary extensions were also made to include segments of adjacent property where
historic waste may have been in contact with the polygon. As anticipated in the ROD (EPA,
2006), some boundaries were irrelevant and were therefore removed as areas and associated
polygons were brought up to BRES standards.
3.2

Boundary Types

The sections below summarize delineation characteristics.
3.2.1

Vegetative Cover

Significantly different vegetative cover may be considered to distinguish boundary locations.
Variations may be the result of different reclamation techniques, soil quality, terrain, slope, or
vegetative species. Separate polygons are recommended where there is a sharp, visible line of
segregation between one or more areas. In contrast, if previously reclaimed areas have become
difficult to distinguish, consideration will be given to adjust those boundaries and consolidate the
area into one site.
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3.2.2

Engineered Cover

An engineered cover uses distinct evaluation parameters different from a vegetative cover, and a
boundary should segregate the area from the surrounding vegetative cover. Engineered cover
areas include grass-sodded areas, non-vegetative caps (asphalt paving, “desert” gravel paving,
concrete, cellular confinement, etc.).
3.2.3

Erosion

A boundary should distinguish areas of different slopes or aspects to appropriately characterize
characteristics and conditions such as erosion effects across a site. Differences in erosion
conditions can be caused by differences in slope or vegetation cover within a site.
3.2.4

Terrain and Site Features

Terrain and geologic site features may be used to delineate site boundaries. These types of
features may make it easier for field crews to accurately distinguish site boundaries and site
edges. Terrain features may include concrete shaft caps or rock outcroppings. Additional
features that may be used as boundaries include roadways, trails, or fences.
3.2.5

Residential Yards

Residential yards will be removed from the reclaimed areas evaluation program. Upon removal
from the evaluation cycle, any associated sampling or reclamation of the residential yard will fall
under the Residential Metals Abatement Program (RMAP).
3.3

Additional Reclaimed Sites

Any additional sites reclaimed to meet BRES performance standards (EPA, 2006) will also be
subject to maintenance tasks described in this Plan after remediation is complete and a
construction completion report is issued. Refer to Section 4.1 for information on adding future
sites to the reclaimed sites list.
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4

REVISED SITE BOUNDARIES

Site boundaries can be re-evaluated and altered as necessary to remain consistent with M&M
requirements. Specifically, SMP-10 (Appendix B.1) provides detailed information related to
boundary revisions.
4.1

Future Adjustments

Boundary determinations will be made to areas reclaimed in the future as they are incorporated
into the BRES program. Boundary adjustments may involve consolidation of newly reclaimed
land with an existing, previously reclaimed area. Adjustments will be made using boundary
adjustment protocol described in SMP-10 (Appendix B.1).
To add sites to the list for future field evaluations, the following approach will be applied:
•

Reclamation must be complete according to the prescribed remediation plan.

•

Boundary delineation is complete as described in SMP-10 (Appendix B.1).

•

Field verification is completed by the O&M Manager or designated field crew leader.

•

The reclaimed area is assigned a site identification number (Site ID) and appropriate
quadrant.

•

The Site ID, quadrant, remedial status, and attribute information are saved to the
reclaimed areas GIS database to be included on the evaluation list.
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5

EXCLUSIONS

The BRES (EPA, 2006) provides performance standards, evaluation criteria, and corrective
actions for reclaimed uplands in recreational, residential, industrial, and commercial areas.
Specific areas and land types are excluded from evaluation, and this section describes the
requirements to maintain these excluded areas.
5.1

Superfund Stormwater Structures

Reclaimed areas may include Superfund stormwater features or structures (see Appendix A.2)
but maintaining or monitoring those features/structures is not included in this Plan. While these
features/structures may be part of a reclaimed area or be used as site boundaries, their operation,
inspection, and maintenance requirements fall under the BSB O&M SSWS Plan (BSB, 2018).
However, those features/structures located on or adjacent to a reclaimed area may be evaluated
during that area’s scheduled evaluation to observe if the structure impacts or may potentially
impact reclamation integrity.
5.2

Residential Metals Abatement Program Properties

Potential mine waste encountered within BPSOU residential properties is handled according to
the RMAP. Maintenance of residential properties is the responsibility of the residential property
owner as defined in the deed restrictions associated with the RMAP’s work. In the event mine
waste is suspected, the property owner should contact the BSB RMAP to request sampling or
abatement services. Excavation activities performed by the resident or property owner must
follow the provisions of the BSB Excavation Ordnance.
In addition to residential yards and living spaces, RMAP addresses contaminants and pathways
at schools, playgrounds and play areas, and residential properties within a commercial/industrial
area.
5.3

Engineered Covers

Engineered covers are a widely used reclamation technique within BPSOU. Specific covers are
implemented to meet end-use criteria. These covers include grass-sodded areas, asphalt parking
lots, concrete caps, and trails, etc. These areas must be monitored and maintained to ensure the
remedy implemented remains protective and functional, and there is no impending threat to
human health or the environment. These areas are excluded from vegetation field evaluations
because they clearly do not meet the BHRS (Appendix B.3) vegetated diversity criteria;
however, an evaluation checklist for engineered covers is provided in Appendix B.2.
Performance, monitoring, and maintenance criteria are described below.
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5.3.1

Grass-Sodded Areas

Grass-sodded, mono-cultural areas do not meet the vegetative diversity criteria described in the
BRES (EPA, 2006). Manicured sodded areas are installed at various areas as part of the remedy
and specific use restrictions are placed on these areas.
Site-specific plans describe maintenance activities and intervals outside the scope of this
document. Monitoring of these areas is required and will be performed to ensure long-term
protectiveness of grass-sod caps in areas where waste remains left in place. Disturbance of these
areas is not allowed without prior approval through the BSB Excavation and Dirt Moving permit
process (current process available on the Butte-Silver Bow County website). Refer to provisions
of the BSB Excavation Ordinance (current ordinance available on the Butte-Silver Bow County
website).
5.3.2

Asphalt Parking Lots

Asphalt parking lots must be maintained to ensure cap integrity and ensure the parking lot is
viable for sustained use. Appropriate maintenance is needed to ensure the pavement can remain
in service with minimal expense. Preventative maintenance includes seal coating to prevent
water penetration and intrusion into the sub-grade. Crack sealing should also be performed for
surface cracks larger than one-eighth (1/8) inch wide. An economical and acceptable approach to
crack sealing is the use of an injection nozzle to apply sealant. Prominent asphalt parking lots
installed over historic areas of impacted materials in BPSOU are listed below.
•

Maroon Activities Center.

•

Belmont Center.

•

Copper Mountain Park.

•

Mountain Con Foreman’s Park.

•

Blue Wing Dump.

Maintenance of these lots is the responsibility of the property owner. Disturbance of these areas
is not allowed without prior approval through the BSB Excavation and Dirt Moving permit
process (current process available on the Butte-Silver Bow County website).
5.3.3

Concrete Caps

Concrete caps are installed in areas that may require higher structural integrity and lower
maintenance to ensure the remedy remains protective. Area where concrete caps are installed
include mine shaft closures, areas of increased industrial traffic loads, and areas where
subsidence may be a concern. The engineered cap field evaluation form criteria will be
referenced during routine evaluations to ensure excessive cracks are not present, which can allow
further deterioration due to freeze thaw cycles.
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5.3.4

Trails

Trails must be maintained to ensure long-term protectiveness of the remedy. Maintenance
evaluations are performed to ensure erosion does not occur along trail edges, trail usage does not
create unauthorized spur trails, and weed and plant growth do not compromise the integrity of
the trail material.
Disturbance of these areas is not allowed without prior approval through the appropriate BSB
departments and Operations Managers and reference to the Excavation and Dirt Moving permit
process.
5.3.5

Riparian Areas

Riparian areas within BPSOU (Lower Area One, along Silver Bow Creek, and along Blacktail
Creek) are not included in evaluations. Should riparian areas require evaluations in the future,
revisions or addendums to this document will be required to include methods for evaluating
riparian areas.
5.3.6

Rock Outcrops

Rock outcrops are excluded from evaluations. Rock outcrops may be used as boundary
delineations or characterized as rock outcrop micro-sites within a site boundary.
5.3.7

Rock Armor and Riprap Areas

Rock armor and riprap areas are rock or other material typically used to protect against erosion,
scour and water, or ice erosion. These materials may be placed along embankments, at ditch
inlet/outlet areas, or where erosion is predicted. These areas are excluded from vegetative
evaluations and may be used as boundary delineations.
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6

RECLAIMED AREAS

Figure 1 on page 2 illustrates the reclaimed areas within BPSOU. All areas shown on the figure
will be routinely monitored and maintained to ensure the remedy in place remains effective.
Sites listed below are monitored for evidence of erosion, vandalism, or failure as described in the
sections below.
6.1

Reclaimed Area Quadrants

Reclaimed areas are separated into quadrants, as shown on Figure 1 on page 2. Each quadrant is
evaluated according to field evaluation protocol every four years, on a rotating schedule. All
sites within the specified quadrant are evaluated during the same evaluation year, and corrective
action is completed by the end of the following calendar year.
6.2

Future Reclaimed Areas

Future reclaimed areas are added to the main list once site reclamation for the specific area is
complete. These sites will be included in the appropriate quadrant and evaluated per the rotating
quadrant schedule.
6.3

Third-Party Owned Source Areas

Over time, some Source Area Properties have been conveyed to third parties. In many
conveyances, Atlantic Richfield and BSB reserved access rights included in the conveyance
deeds to third parties.
Mine waste encountered within BPSOU on third-party owned properties, not within residential
areas, will be reclaimed to open space criteria unless and until the properties are developed. In
cases where third-party owned properties with existing access agreements must be reclaimed,
owners will be notified by BSB to coordinate site access to complete evaluation and potential
reclamation.
Upon completion of any reclamation, owners will be informed on maintenance responsibilities
and ongoing monitoring performed under the BRES (EPA, 2006). If reclamation is not required,
property owners will be informed no further action will take place.
For Source Area Properties where reserved access rights were not included in the conveyance
deeds, BSB will contact the third-party property owner to obtain permission to access the
property to perform necessary evaluations and reclamation (as warranted). Attempts to seek
access will be performed and recorded as described the ICIAP (BSB/Atlantic Richfield, 2019).
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6.4

Stormwater Features

Many stormwater features are installed within or near reclaimed areas. Stormwater features
provide run-on/runoff control to reclaimed areas and should be routinely monitored and
maintained to ensure the feature meets its intended purpose. Observations of stormwater features
requiring maintenance are captured using inspection forms and an associated work order is
created to communicate maintenance needs to the appropriate parties responsible for
maintenance of these features. Features are monitored according to the BSB O&M SSWS Plan
(BSB, 2018).
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7

MAINTENANCE TASKS

Maintenance tasks described in this Plan are those typically required to alleviate trigger items
identified during the site’s field evaluation. Conventional maintenance tasks described in
Section 7.6 are required regardless of site delineation. All materials used for corrective action
must meet BHRS criteria (Appendix B.3).
7.1

Standard Maintenance Procedures

Standard maintenance procedures (SMPs) exist to provide consistent, repeatable methods to
perform maintenance and corrective measures activities. The procedures, listed below and
provided in Appendix B.1, should be reviewed periodically to ensure information is consistent
with field requirements, and field personnel are properly trained in application of the procedures.
Butte-Silver Bow will update these procedures as needed to reflect current conditions, standards,
and science. Additional procedures may also be created as needed. New and updated
procedures must be reviewed and approved by the Agencies prior to implementation.
Table 1. Reclaimed Areas Standard Maintenance Procedures.

SMP Number
SMP-1
SMP-2
SMP-3
SMP-4
SMP-5
SMP-6
SMP-7
SMP-8
SMP-9
SMP-10

SMP-12

Soil pH Field Testing
Cover Soil Placement
Limestone Placement and Stabilization
Organic Amendment
Barren Areas
Seeding and Fertilizing
Site Capping
Erosion
Exposed Waste Rock
Boundary Revision/Creation
Vegetative or Reclamation Improvements and Engineering
Assessments
Weed Control

SMP-13

XL3 Field X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Analyzer

SMP-14

Maintenance Polygon Creation

SMP-11

7.2

Title

Directed Maintenance

Completion of required maintenance is of high priority because associated corrective action is
the approved method for ensuring cap integrity and eliminating exposure to waste to protect
human health and the environment.
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During site evaluations, site-specific issues are identified. Items include vegetation conditions,
evidence of erosion, presence of site edges substantially different than the interior of the site,
gullies, barren areas, and exposed waste.
Identified issues require CAPs, which are prepared to address vegetative improvements (VI) or
reclamation improvements (RI) to provide an appropriate remedy for deficiencies identified
during field evaluations. All CAPs must be reviewed and approved, as described in Section 10.2,
by the Agencies prior to implementation.
Site-specific trigger items require correction, but these corrections are achieved through
implementing SMPs. Corrective actions using SMPs, as noted on the Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report (refer to Section 10 and Appendix C.1), can be implemented without
additional review as all SMPs have previously received Agency approval. Maintenance
performed as a result of annual field evaluations must be completed within one calendar year of
the evaluation.
7.2.1

Site Corrective Actions

Erosion and vegetation deficiencies are site-based, meaning corrective action must address the
entire site/reclaimed area. All corrective actions will be completed according to approved
standard procedures to ensure corrective actions are applied consistently and uniformly. The
spatial data pertaining to the identification of conditions in the field along with maintenance
activities and suggested boundary adjustments will be collected using ArcGIS software and
applications. In addition, BRES field evaluation Summary and Technical Recommendations
Reports, CAPs, and annual O&M reports will be prepared annually.
Site edges, exposed waste material, bulk soil failure or instability, barren areas, or the presence
of rills and gullies require corrective action, and the corrective action can be applied locally and
directly but may not need to be applied uniformly across the entire site. Standard procedures
described below and listed in Appendix B.1 will be applied accordingly to the localized area.
7.2.1.1 Vegetation
Corrective actions required to address vegetative deficiencies are driven by a threshold score.
The BRES (EPA, 2006) uses 3 live vegetation cover categories: lowest (less than 21% of the
area has live vegetative cover), middle (21-40% of the cover is undesirable), and upper
(41-100% of the area has vegetative cover).
Under the lowest live vegetation cover category (less than 21% live cover), the site must undergo
either a VI or RI. The VI or RI should be completed within a calendar year of the evaluation in
which the deficiency was observed, and the site should undergo another evaluation 3 years
following corrective action work (i.e., back on the 4-year evaluation cycle). If a site undergoes
VI, and then falls into the lowest (less than 21% live cover) category again during any future
evaluations, an RI must be completed and implemented according to the BHRS (Appendix B.3).
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In the middle live vegetation cover category (21-40% of the cover is undesirable and contains
undesired weedy species [UWS]), if greater than 10% of the vegetative-specific polygon is
covered by UWS, the polygon must undergo a VI. If less than 10% of the area of the polygon is
covered by UWS, the polygon must be evaluated according to the regular 4-year evaluation
cycle.
For sites that fall into the upper vegetation cover category (41-100% of the site contains live
vegetative cover), no action is required, and the site should be re-evaluated under the regular
4-year evaluation cycle.
7.2.1.2 Erosion
An erosion evaluation score of 55 or less requires no immediate action. The site will continue to
be on the regular 4-year evaluation cycle.
An erosion score of greater than 55 during an evaluation triggers a recommendation for
corrective action. An engineering assessment on the erosion and flow patterns must be
performed to determine the appropriate type of corrective action needed to reduce erosion. A
CAP must be developed, approved, and implemented within the calendar year. The area repaired
should be monitored and, if the erosion control actions are failing, the site should be repaired
immediately. The site and reclamation activities will undergo a full evaluation 3 years following
the corrective action work.
7.2.2

Engineered Caps

Engineered caps are used in public access areas and function as a barrier between waste
materials and the environment or public. It is critical these caps remain functional and protective
to the environment and health. Engineered caps are evaluated by completing the Field Form for
Engineered Caps (Appendix B.2).
Maintenance is required to ensure long-term protection. Engineered caps located within the
reclaimed area quadrants are evaluated on the same periodic schedule as vegetative caps. Caps
placed over liners may require more frequent inspections, at the discretion of the O&M Manager,
to ensure the liner is not exposed by animal intrusion, public access, or motorized vehicle use.
Site edges are particularly susceptible to degradation and should be inspected for signs of
erosion, undercutting of the cap, animal intrusion, vegetation growth, etc., which could lead to
premature degradation of the cap.
7.2.3

Vegetative Caps

Vegetative caps placed over mine waste areas must be completed according to BHRS (Appendix
B.3). In general, limestone is placed over mine waste, then covered with a minimum 18-inch
depth of cover soil meeting the minimum Butte Hill Cover Soil requirements described in the
BHRS. A cover soil approval form is provided in Appendix B.2. Soil amendment, fertilizer,
compost, etc. activities must be completed to ensure the minimum vegetative growth criteria are
met. Agency-approved seed mix will be applied and tilled.
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7.2.4

Annual Vegetative Maintenance Activities

Annual vegetative maintenance is critical to the success of reclaimed areas. Vegetation is a key
component to the remedy and ensures buried waste is not exposed due to erosion over time.
Vegetative maintenance includes control over unwanted species and periodic, local amendment
or fertilization of sites. Guidance for vegetation maintenance is provided in sections below.
Additional maintenance activities may range from additional field sampling and evaluation,
vegetation amendments, or soil placement. Vegetative maintenance activities must be
documented in the annual report as described in Section 10.
7.2.5

Noxious Weed Control

Noxious weed control must be implemented to sites as necessary to subdue spotted knapweed,
leafy spurge, matrimony vine, and other noxious weeds (Appendix B.3). All weed spraying
activities must employ a spot spraying method (i.e., no boom-spraying) as described in SMP-12
(Appendix B.1). All reclaimed areas must be sprayed consecutively over the spring, summer,
and fall spraying seasons for at least two full growing seasons. Weed control will not be
performed where seeding has recently occurred, or early germination is present.
Sterilization activities must be implemented on appropriate reclaimed areas, and will include
weedy areas as well as site pathways, walking trails, and engineered soil caps.
In addition to noxious weed control using spot spraying, species such as cheat grass, mustards,
and other species, will be mowed prior to seed propagation to mitigate the spread of these
species, which drive down live cover scores and threaten the sufficiency of desirable species.
7.2.6

Granular Fertilizer Amendment

Newly reclaimed areas will be fertilized at a rate of 60 pounds (lbs) of nitrogen (N) per acre,
80.0 lbs of phosphorus (P) per acre, and 150.0 lbs of potassium (K) per acre (NPK = 60-80-150),
as recommended in the BHRS (Appendix B.3). Fertilizer may also be applied prior to
hydroseeding and/or hydromulching. Soil analysis may be conducted to determine site-specific
fertilizer requirements on a case-by-case basis.
Granular fertilizer amendment may be applied at a rate of 25 lbs of nitrogen (N) per acre, 0.0 lbs
of phosphorus (P) per acre, and 0.0 lbs of potassium (K) per acre (NPK = 25-0-0) to a site to
improve the cover of existing vegetation. Fertilization must take place in the spring. Fall
fertilization is discouraged to minimize plant growth prior to the winter season.
Manual and/or mechanical and/or hydraulic methods of application are allowed, as long as the
method provides a uniform application at the specified rate. The fertilizer must not be
incorporated into the soil by disking, raking, or any other soil-intrusive method to maintain
existing desirable vegetation. Re-fertilization following seedling establishment will not require
incorporation into the soil to protect existing vegetation and newly germinated sprouts.
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7.2.7

Seeding Approaches

Before June 15 or after October 15, interstitial seeding may be applied to increase the percentage
of ground cover of desirable species. Two primary seeding approaches are available (interstitial
or hydromulch) and will be applied as described in SMP-6 (Appendix B.1). After October 15, an
EPA-approved seed mix must be incorporated into a hydroseed mix, which will also include an
EPA-approved mulch and tackifier. Hydroseed and tackifier are used to bind together seeds,
soils, and mulch particles, which is especially beneficial for effective seeding on steep slopes.
Mulch must not be applied until after October 15 and must be applied in a uniform manner using
a mulch spreader at rates varying from 2,000 to 4,000 lbs per acre. The actual application rate
will depend on site conditions (i.e., slope, erosion potential, etc.). The vegetative material must
be fed in the mechanical spreader at an even, uniform rate.
Vegetation, including native species, may be considered as applicable to maintaining
remediation objectives. Implementation of native species will be evaluated by a team of
vegetation and area reclamation subject matter experts on a site-specific basis. The team of
subject matter experts may include representatives from the SDs, Natural Resources Damage
Program (NRDP), or others as appointed by SDs.
Complete seed mixtures including seeding rates and alternate mixes are provided in the BHRS
(Appendix B.3).
7.3

Field Sampling

Field sampling may be required for VI or RI corrective actions to determine site characteristics.
Sample analysis must include soil pH measurements, nutrient content, and other analytical
parameters to indicate the status of corrective action performed. Composite soil samples must be
analyzed for metals (arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc), organic content (Walkley-Black),
nitrate (NO3) nitrogen, available phosphorus (P), and available potassium (K). Collection and
analysis of composite soil samples must follow the corresponding SMPs (Appendix B.1) and
Section 7.3.2, as described in the Agency-approved Reclaimed Areas Maintenance and
Monitoring QAPP (Atlantic Richfield, 2018c).
7.3.1

Soil pH Samples

Soil pH is determined using a direct read probe. Activities will follow the instructions described
in SMP-1 (Appendix B.1). A minimum of one complete pH sample is recommended per quarter
acre.
7.3.2

Composite Soil Sample Depths

Composite soil samples must be obtained from various depth intervals. One composite sample
will be collected from 0 to 6 inches from top of surface to be analyzed for organic compounds
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(Walkley-Black), nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. One composite sample will be collected
from 6 to 18 inches from the top of surface to be analyzed for metals listed in Section 7.3.
Composite samples must be collected at a frequency of not less than 1 sample per 5 acres, and no
more than 1 sample per 100 square feet. Prior to sampling activities, a site-specific FSP will be
submitted for Agency review and approval. The sampling requirements for a site or location
will be specified in the site-specific FSP.
7.4

Field Sampling Plans

Prior to any field sampling, a FSP will be prepared to include the information listed below at a
minimum and reference an Agency-approved QAPP.

7.5

•

Title page and approval authority.

•

Introduction and appropriate Agency-approved QAPP reference.

•

Goals, objectives, and proposed schedule for field work.

•

Site figure including sampling locations, number and depth of samples to be collected,
and sample field identification.

•

Field activity methods and procedures, standard operating procedures and/or SMPs.

•

Sample labeling and shipping.

•

Sample analysis, specifying X-ray fluorescence (XRF) vs. laboratory analysis and
laboratory name.

•

Figure showing the site and/or area represented by a sample, sample ID, and aliquot
locations for composite samples.
Stormwater Features

Additional stormwater features may be required to address run-on/runoff controls and/or
associated trigger items identified in field evaluations. Features must be evaluated on a case-bycase basis and designed and implemented as needed to address the site appropriately. Curb and
gutter systems may be considered where reclamation contributes to achievement of surface water
ARARs or reduce long-term O&M obligations.
Curb and gutter systems may be installed and designated as an engineered edge. No formal curb
and gutter program is associated with this Plan. Site stormwater features will be maintained
through routine and opportunistic monitoring activities. Maintenance of newly constructed
stormwater engineered structures is to be addressed in the BSB O&M SSWS Plan (BSB, 2018);
Appendix B of the BSB O&M SSWS Plan contains a list of sites with stormwater features.
Maintenance activities should be coordinated to maximize program resources.
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7.6

Conventional Maintenance Tasks

Conventional maintenance tasks are listed in this section primarily for task accounting purposes.
Site-specific conventional maintenance tasks are described within separate but related O&M
plans.
7.6.1

Site Access

Access to sites must be maintained to ensure M&M activities can be completed as needed. Site
access includes maintenance of secure access gates and locks as appropriate.
Access to third-party owned sites will be obtained as described in the BPSOU ICIAP
(BSB/Atlantic Richfield, 2019).
7.6.2

Fence Repair

The need for periodic fence repairs is anticipated at sites throughout BPSOU. Due to the various
types of existing fences, refer to the BSB maintenance protocol for specific guidelines for fence
repair. This work will be documented in the daily report for recordation and reproduction in a
Summary and Technical Recommendations Report (refer to Section 10).
7.6.3

Signage

Signage may be required for areas where waste remains in place or where property boundary
designations require trespass warnings. Signage may be used to provide notification to the
public to ensure wastes are not disturbed. Signage must be replaced as necessary to provide
information. This work must be documented in the daily report for recordation and reproduction
in a Summary and Technical Recommendations Report (refer to Section 10).
7.6.4

Trash/Debris

Trash and debris must be removed frequently to prevent migration to Silver Bow Creek.
Collection of trash and debris is an ongoing task. Periodic collection activities may be
completed at the discretion of the O&M Manager or implemented in accordance with field
evaluation outcomes. This work must be documented in the daily report for recordation and
reproduction in a Summary and Technical Recommendations Report (refer to Section 10).
7.6.5

Mowing

Site mowing activities are performed on a periodic, as-needed basis, as determined by a site
investigation or as requested by outside entities (i.e., BSB Fire Department). This work must be
documented in the daily report for recordation and reproduction in a Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report (refer to Section 10).
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7.6.6

Raking

Site raking activities are performed on a periodic, as-needed basis, as determined by a site
investigation, or as requested by outside entities. This work must be documented in the daily
report for recordation and reproduction in a Summary and Technical Recommendations Report
(refer to Section 10).
7.7

Annual Maintenance Inspections

Annual maintenance inspections are performed by BSB independent of field evaluations.
Annual maintenance inspections may be coordinated with field evaluations but are ultimately at
the schedule and discretion of the O&M Manager. The maintenance inspections are conducted
to ensure sites are well maintained, while the field evaluations specifically evaluate stability,
integrity, and protectiveness of reclamation actions according to a set schedule. Annual
maintenance inspections address site items not evaluated through during a field evaluation such
as the following:
•

Security and signage.

•

Fire potential.

•

Drainage.

•

Other parameters included in conventional maintenance tasks.

7.8

Opportunistic Maintenance Observations

The BSB Department of Reclamation and Environmental Services personnel (O&M Manager,
field inspector, and field crews) and BRES field evaluation personnel have access to field
devices to conduct opportunistic observations in the field to accommodate O&M objectives that
require maintenance in the interim period between scheduled field evaluations. Currently, BSB
personnel perform opportunistic maintenance observations on BPSOU response action sites to
check institutional controls (fences, signage, and security) and the presence of weeds, debris, or
other factors emerging more frequently than once every four years. This process allows
personnel to observe the sites while in the vicinity and address issues in order of priority in a
timely fashion. This process ensures the sites are well-maintained and function is not impacted
by any of the conditions below:
•

Weeds.

•

Security.

•

Debris.

•

Fire potential.

•

Adjacent areas.

•

Signs and fences.
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7.9

•

Drainage ditches.

•

Run-on or runoff conditions.

•

Other detrimental conditions.
Field Maintenance Performance Periods

Certain aspects of maintenance field work are constrained to specific performance periods.
Table 2 below provides guidance regarding when field work can be implemented or when no
work should be performed.
Table 2. Field Work Performance Periods.
Task
Field Evaluations
Field Verification
Monitoring
Capping
Seeding
Fertilizing
Weed Spraying

*Application/ Field Work
May 1 - June 30
June 1 - October 30
March 2- November 30
March 2- November 30
October 16 - 30; March 1 - June 14
October 16 - 30; March 1 - June 14
March 2 - November 30

No Work Performed
June 30 - April 30
November 1 - May 31
December 1 - March 1
December 1 - March 1
June 15 - October 15
June 15 - October 15
December 1 - March 1

*Subject to site and weather conditions, schedule may vary slightly.
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8

FIELD EVALUATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTION SCHEDULE

This section summarizes the field evaluation and corresponding corrective action requirements to
meet the reporting requirements (Section 10). Refer to information regarding the standard
rotating schedule to complete annual field evaluations of sites based on reclaimed area quadrants.
8.1

Field Evaluation Schedule

Field evaluators, as designated in Section 1.3.1, conduct the BRES evaluations. Evaluations
must be initiated in mid-June and are normally completed within 10-15 days of initiation.
Evaluators enter data into a cloud-based database, hosted by ArcGIS Online, using field
evaluation forms on a field-capable tablet device (Apple iPad or similar). Once an evaluation is
complete, the site evaluation form data populates the database (see Section 9).
The uploaded information is accessible on computers at the BSB GIS Office through a Microsoft
Access user interface, which allows for quality assurance/quality control and data management.
Subject to quality assurance review, the data undergoes a quality check and is cross-referenced
with spatial data collected in the field to ensure field evaluations capture both quantitative
findings and specify the particular location where the trigger item occurs on the site (Data
Management Division Manager) conducts the quality check as described in Section 2.3 of the
Reclaimed Areas Maintenance and Monitoring QAPP [Atlantic Richfield, 2018c]).
The Data Management Division Manager coordinates generating a draft Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report of the evaluations to quantify the trigger items identified and uses the
report to schedule field verification events and develop proposed corrective actions. The field
verification process must be completed by October 30. Proposed corrective actions derived from
field verification must be incorporated into the annual Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report submitted for Agency review by November 30. Refer to Section 10 for
details on the report.
8.2

Corrective Action

For sites requiring corrective action, the O&M Manager coordinates developing a site-specific
CAP describing the specific actions required to contend with the vegetation or erosion issues and
trigger items identified during the evaluations in consultation with the Assistant Program
Director. The CAP must be submitted for Agency review by January 30 with final Agency
approval by March 1 (refer to Section 10 for details).
Upon approval of corrective actions, BSB generates work orders (describing the nature of the
work on each site) to perform the field work. Work orders include a description of the nature of
the work on each site. Work is initiated as soon as the ground is frost-free, approximately April
15, and is suspended in the fall, approximately October 30. The BSB Maintenance crews capture
work items completed using ArcGIS Online and ESRI Survey 123 and upload/record spatial
data, photographs of the site, team members involved, duration of the project, equipment used,
and other pertinent project data. The O&M Manager performs field verification of work
completed by October 30.
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9

DATA MANAGEMENT

The database used to track the site evaluations and maintenance work performed on reclaimed
areas was developed using SQL programming language and is housed on a cloud-based server.
Data is captured, populated to the hosted database, and pulled to a computer for real-time quality
assurance assessment by data management staff using Microsoft Access.
9.1

Database Management

The BPSOU reclamation database is the storage location for all reclamation data related to
source areas reclaimed and evaluated under the BRES tool. The BRES data collection and
management system is maintained by BSB as described in the BPSOU Data Management Plan
(DMP) (Atlantic Richfield, 2017). Various individuals, from field personnel to operations
personnel to data administrators, enter and manage the data according to the BPSOU DMP.
Information stored in the reclamation database may include, but is not limited to, the following:
•

Remediation response action history.

•

Cover soil source and depth applied.

•

As-built information.

•

Soil sampling results.

•

Annual field evaluations.

•

Vegetation information: species observed, weeds, and percent vegetation cover (method,
observer, year).

•

Erosion issues

•

Site trigger items including site edges, land slumps or bulk soil failure, barren areas, and
gullies and rills.

•

Maintenance activities.

The database was designed to allow field personnel to upload site-related data via a mobile field
device. Operators use a field-capable tablet to upload/record specific information such as spatial
boundaries and locations where work is performed, photographs of the work, team members at
the site, duration of the project, equipment used, and material quantities brought in, hauled out,
and applied to the site. All field data is saved to ArcGIS Online as well as the BPSOU database
to accurately track and manage completion of maintenance work, materials used, equipment, and
daily logs. Refer to the BSB Product Documentation and User Guide - BRES included as an
appendix to the BRES Field Manual (Atlantic Richfield, 2018a) for additional instructions
regarding use, data management, and transfer.
9.2

Geographic Information System

Within the data management system, ESRI ArcGIS software and applications allow field
personnel to perform mapping in the field including verifying boundaries, identifying locations
of trigger items or other areas of concern, and tracking completion maintenance work. Field
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crews use the field-capable tablets to upload detailed information about work completed, work
locations, time-stamped site arrival, and completion information. The field crews can also
generate spatial features files that generate shape files for archival within the BSB GIS Database
and serve as a record verifying work performed.
9.3

Field Data Transfer Quality Control

At various stages in the process, BSB performs quality control on the data generated by field
personnel. The quality control process ensures the integrity of data used to make decisions
specifically related to vegetative cover and transfer of field data. Field personnel enter site data
directly from the field into the database, which allows office staff access to the same data in realtime. The data administrator can review the data and make corrections on the spot and make
minor adjustments to boundary mapping information to match existing topography or boundary
delineations and material quantities reported.
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10 REPORTING
Related to reporting, BSB is responsible for providing all required reporting to the Agencies for
review and approval. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the evaluation, corrective action, and
reporting cycle. The reports listed below must be prepared annually. This section describes each
report.
Report Title
Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report

Submittal Date
November 30

Corrective Action Plan*

January 30

Annual Maintenance
Report

March 30

Notes
Summary of field evaluations completed in June
and proposed corrective actions.
Addresses field work to be completed in
upcoming construction season.
Summarizes work completed in the previous
year.

*Submittal of subsequent documents determined by receipt of Agency comments.
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Overlapping parallel activities
Overlap of activities. Implementation of previous assessments are completed parallel to
field verification of current assessments.

BSB coordinate and
conduct annual BRES
Field Evaluation training in
early May.

BRES evaluation field
crews complete field
evaluations on one
quadrant (4-year
rotations). Field
evaluations are completed
by the end of May as
weather allows.

Verification
June 1 - October 30
BSB completes QA/QC of
BRES Field Evaluations to
confirm report findings.

Corrective Action Planning
November 1 - March 1

Implementation
April 1 - October 30

BSB prepares a Corrective
Action Plan describing corrective
measures for identified trigger
items on each site and submits to
Agencies by January 30 for
review and approval.

BSB O&M Manager prepares
work order based on CAP, and
issues to field crews for
implementation.

Summary report of BRES
Field Evaluations submitted
to BSB Operations
Manager.

Review/review/resubmit

BRES Evaluations
May 1 - May 31

Agencies review CAP and
provide comments to the plan.
BSB O&M Manager
performs field verification of
all sites requiring corrective
action by October 30.

BSB Field crews complete
CAP/work orders from April October for Quadrant
evaluated the previous year.

Overlapping parallel activities

Summary Reporting
November 1 - December 31
BSB completes an Annual
Summary Report to
summarize all CAP field
work. Reports include
BRES field evals,
approved CAP, and actual
work completed.

BSB submits the Annual
Summary Report to the
Agencies by end of
March.

Agencies provide final CAP
approval by March 1.

Evaluation Team provide
BRES Field Evaluation
reports to BSB, 1 week
after field evaluations are
complete.

Implementation of CAPs lags behind BRES Field evaluations
by approximately 12 months. For example, CAPs for year 1
are implemented while year field evaluations are being
implemented.
i
3
i
A
i
C
i A i
C
Figure
3. Reclaimed
Areas
Evaluation,
Correctivei Action,
and Reporting Cycle.
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10.1 Summary and Technical Recommendations Report
The Summary and Technical Recommendations Report summarizes field evaluations completed
in June, summarizes erosion and vegetation scores and trigger items identified during field
evaluations, and proposes technical recommendations for corrective action for management
group consideration. These reports include various data in different formats. This report also
includes any BSB-proposed maintenance for evaluated sites. An outline of the report is provided
in Appendix C.1 for reference.
The Assistance Program Director (along with the Data Management Division Manager)
coordinates developing a draft Summary and Technical Recommendations Report of the
evaluation findings for each specific site to quantify the trigger items identified and uses the
report to schedule field verification events and develop proposed corrective actions. The field
verification process must be completed by October 30. Proposed corrective actions derived from
field verification must be incorporated into the annual Summary and Technical
Recommendations Report submitted for Agency review by November 30. Upon submittal, the
Management Group (consisting of BSB/Atlantic Richfield, Agencies, and appropriate technical
members described in the BRES Field Manual [Atlantic Richfield, 2018a]) meet to consider the
proposed corrective actions and develop strategies for developing formal CAPs.
10.2 Corrective Action Plan
All CAPs are prepared by BSB for initial Agency review by January 30. Final Agency approval
for CAPs is complete by March 1.
These CAPs must be prepared to address VI and RI triggers identified in field evaluations and
propose corrective actions for vegetation and erosion deficiencies and site-wide trigger items.
To the extent possible, the corrective actions should propose the necessary quantity of materials
and equipment and the SMP described in Section 7.1 to correct the deficiency.
The CAPs describing VIs or RIs will include a specific approach to provide an effective longterm solution to the specific deficiency. The CAPs should also provide additional monitoring
requirements to verify the recommended corrective measures are effective and maintained prior
to the next available field evaluation. A CAP outline is provided in Appendix C.2.
For the process, BSB prepares and submits the CAPs to EPA and Montana DEQ for review and
approval. EPA and DEQ should provide comments approval by January 30. If a CAP is revised
due to Agency comments, BSB can revise the CAP and resubmit it within 30 days. EPA will
provide approval of all CAPs by March 1 or within 30 days of resubmittal of a revised CAP plan.
Once CAPs are approved, BSB generates work orders to complete the work (refer to
Section 8.2).
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10.3 Annual Maintenance Report
An Annual Maintenance Report is prepared by BSB and submitted to the Agencies for review by
March 30 of the year following maintenance actions. The annual report provides a summary of
all corrective actions completed to address deficiencies and trigger items identified during field
evaluations and describes conventional maintenance tasks implemented on a site. Work
completion summaries will typically include documentation of the materials used, their source,
quantity, and final site condition.
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11 REVISIONS AND UPDATES
This M&M Plan will be reviewed annually, and revisions and updates to address the following
will be made to this document as necessary:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Addition of newly reclaimed areas.
Removal of sites from reclaimed areas program.
Change in reclaimed area boundary or quadrants.
Change in land use.
Reporting requirements and distribution.
Responsibilities.
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Appendix A
Associated Boundaries

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

Appendix A.1
List Reclaimed, Unreclaimed, and Insufficiently
Reclaimed Areas
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Reclaimed, Unreclaimed, and Insufficiently Reclaimed Areas List in BPSOU.
Reclaimed Areas - Quadrant 1

Reclaimed Areas - Quadrant 2

Reclaimed Areas - Quadrant 3

Quadrant 3 Third Party Ownership

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

NAME

Reclaimed ID

Atlantic-1

Q1-RC3

30

Blaine Center

Q2-RC1

171

Anselmo-Timber Yard Slope

Q3-RC1

71N

Alliance Dump

Q3-TP1

128

Belle of Butte

Q1-RC4

8

Q2-RC2

67,174

Anselmo Dump

Q3-RC2

70

Anderson Shaft - NE

Q3-TP2

117E

Q2-RC3

53,54,55,56

Anselmo Mineyard

Q3-RC3

71

Capri Motel - Arctic Dump

Q3-TP3

100

Q2-RC4

35,45

BA&P Trail Section A (1)

Q3-RC4

2330

Christmas

Q3-TP4

1501

Buffalo South and Silver
Hill Dump
Buffalo, Kennedy, Poulin,
and Spence Dumps

Clark Street Dump

Q1-RC6

9

Corra 2 Dump

Q1-RC7

32

Del Monte & Garfield

BRES No.

Curry

Q1-RC8

16

La Platta Gulch

Q2-RC5

36

BA&P Trail Section A (2)

Q3-RC5

2330

Lizzie Shaft

Q3-TP5

105

East Gray Rock

Q1-RC9

40, 41, 42, 43

Little Mina

Q2-RC6

59

BA&P Trail Section A (3)

Q3-RC6

2330

Colorado Dump (Shaft)

Q3-TP6

104

GMMIA Phase I - North

Q1-RC10

NA

Little Mina-1

Q2-RC7

57

BA&P Trail Section B

Q3-RC7

2340

Hoy-Hickey Shafts

Q3-TP7

106

GMMIA Phase I - South

Q1-RC11

NA

Little Mina-2

Q2-RC8

68

BA&P Trail Section C

Q3-RC8

2350

Hesperus (Mercury St)

Q3-TP8

1542
1539

GMMIA Repository

Q1-RC12

NA

Missoula Mine

Q2-RC9

46

BA&P Trail Section D

Q3-RC9

2360

Henriett

Q3-TP9

Goldsmith Dumps - East

Q1-RC13

161

Missoula Mine East

Q2-RC10

46E

BA&P Trail Section E

Q3-RC10

2370

Garden Street Area

Q3-TP10

173

Goldsmith Dumps - West

Q1-RC14

161

Moscow Dump

Q2-RC11

52

BA&P Trail Section F

Q3-RC11

2380

Green Copper Dump

Q3-TP11

126

BA&P Trail Section G

Q3-RC12

2390

Child Harold-2 Dump

Q3-TP12

125

Belmont Hoist

Q3-RC13

116N

Heaney Dump

Q3-TP13

129
93

Josephine Shaft

Q1-RC15

37

Mountain Con Mine - North

Q2-RC12

Lexington Dump

Q1-RC16

29

Old Glory

Q2-RC13

58, 60, 60A, 60B,
60C, 60D, 60E,
60F, 61N, 61E,
61W, 61S, 181
49

Lexington Dump North

Q1-RC17

29N

Old Glory West (Incl.)

Q2-RC14

48

Blue Jay Mine

Q3-RC14

101

Soudan - Gold Hill

Q3-TP14

Magna Charta Lessee Dumps

Q1-RC18

11

Ravin

Q2-RC15

47

Butte New England

Q3-RC15

115

Robert Emmett Dumps

Q3-TP15

91

Moose Dump

Q1-RC19

12

Upper Missoula Gulch

Q2-RC16

175

Caledonia Triangle

Q3-RC16

172

Tension Dump

Q3-TP16

127

North Alice Culvert

Q1-RC20

177

Wappello Dump

Q2-RC17

27

Cellar Dirt Dump

Q3-RC17

82

Q2-RC18

58, 60, 60A, 60B,
60C, 60D, 60E,
60F, 61N, 61E,
61W, 61S, 181

Clear Grit Dump

Q3-RC18

81

Donkey Hill

Q3-RC19

72S

UR-1

Mountain Con Mine South

Unreclaimed Sites for Evaluation

Paymaster

Q1-RC21

17

Sister Dump

Q1-RC22

38

South Corra 2 and Rock Island Dumps

Q1-RC23

32S, 39

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

Hornet Addition

Q3-RC20

1503

UR-2

Twilight East

Q1-RC24

24

Jennie Dell

Q2-TP1

33

Jasper Dump

Q3-RC21

73

UR-3

Venus Dump

Q1-RC25

25

Cripple Dump

Q2-TP2

26

Late Acquisition

Q3-RC22

79

UR-4

Northwest corner of
Center St. and Idaho
Apparent mine waste.
St.

Walkerville Playground

Q1-RC27

20

Mandan Park Play Area

Q3-RC23

84

UR-5

Northwest corner of located in the
N Montana St. and surrounding areas of
Moscow Dump BRES
Ruby St.

Ref No.

Quadrant 2 Third Party Ownership

Site Name

Description
Apparent mine waste
located near the Mini
Irvine BRES No. 2.
Apparent mine waste
East of Scrap H Point located in the
surrounding areas of
Rd. near Moose
Moose Dump BRES
Dump.
No. 12.
Apparent mine waste
South of Dewey
located near the
Point Rd. and Rising Surprise Dump BRES
Star
No. 14.

Between Ryan Rd.
and Alice St.

Apparent mine waste

Reclaimed Areas - Quadrant 4

No. 52.

Waste Dump #5

Q1-RC28

31

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

National Dump

Q3-RC24

75

UR-6

West Gray Rock

Q1-RC29

40, 41, 42, 43

Bonanza Dump

Q4-RC1

120, 120E

New Era 1&2 – Downey
Shafts

Q3-RC25

72

UR-7

Blue Wing Dump (Engineered Cover)

Q1-RC30

19

Catch Basin 08

Q4-RC2

CB08

North Syndicate Pit

Q3-RC26

159, 160

UR-8

Catch Basin 09

Q4-RC3

CB09

Original Mine Yard

Q3-RC27

78

UR-9

Quadrant 1 Third Party Ownership

Northwest corner of
E Granite St. and
Arizona St. - Capri
Motel parking lot
Southwest corner of
E Granite St. and
Covert St.

Apparent mine waste
located in the parking
lot of the Capri Motel
of BRES No. 100.

Apparent mine waste
located near the Otisco
Dump BRES No. 123.

Apparent mine waste
located near the Blue
Jay BRES No. 101.
Apparent mine waste
Southwest corner of located near the
Madison St. and S
Anderson Shaft BRES
Warren St.
No. 117.
Apparent mine waste
located
near the
West of S Excelsior
Ave. North of I-15 Bonanza Dump BRES
No. 120.

NAME

Reclaimed ID

BRES_ID

Clark Mill Tailings

Q4-RC4

155, 155E

PA020 Dump

Q3-RC28

77

UR-10

East end of E. Iron
St.

Eveline Dump

Q1-TP1

34

Colorado Smelter

Q4-RC5

150

Parrot Shop, Dump, & Mine

Q3-RC29

97, 97S, 97S2, 97S3

UR-11

Northwest corner of Apparent mine waste
Atlantic St. and E.
located near the Child
2nd St.
Harold BRES No. 125.

Leathers Property

Q1-TP2

178

Colorado Smelter North

Q4-RC6

150N

Rialto Dump

Q3-RC30

94

UR-12

West end of Munich located near the UnSt. and South of I-15 Named Dump BRES

Apparent mine waste

No. 148.
Apparent mine waste
located west of the
Colorado Smelter
North BRES No.
150N.
Apparent mine waste
located in the
surrounding areas of
Clark Tailings East
BRES No. 155E.
Apparent mine waste
located near the Gold
Smith Dumps BRES
No. 161.

Leathers Property West

Q1-TP3

178W

Emma Dump

Q4-RC7

132

Steward Mine Yard

Q3-RC31

83, 83A, 83B, 83C,
83D, 83F

UR-13

North of I-15 and
west of Colorado
Smelter North

Ralph Sr

Q1-TP4

179

Kaw at Casey

Q4-RC8

1796

Syndicate and Tullamore
Dumps

Q3-RC32

180, 160S

UR-14

East of Copper
Mountain Complex

Rising Star Dumps West

Q1-TP5

15W

Metro Storm Drain

Q4-RC9

2310

Syndicate Pit

Q3-RC33

51

UR-15

South of Ryan Rd
and West of 4th St.

Rising Star Dumps East

Q1-TP6

15E

Ophir Dump

Q4-RC10

136

Travona Dump

Q3-RC34

121

UR-16

Jefferson St and S
Warren Ave.

Timber Butte Mill

Q4-RC11

156

Washoe Dump

Q3-RC35

96

UR-17

Surrounding Areas of located in the
Upper Missoula
surrounding areas of
Gulch
Upper Missoula Gulch

Apparent mine waste
located near the Garden
Street BRES No. 173.
Apparent mine waste

BRES No. 175.
Apparent mine waste

Washoe Sampling Works

Q4-RC12

135

Waste Dump #20

Q3-RC36

76

UR-18

Southwest corner of located near the Hornet
Hornet St. and
Addition BRES No.
Alabama St.
1503.

Charlie Judd Park
(Engineered Cover)

Q4-RC13

142

Waste Dump #37

Q3-RC37

90

UR-19

RARUS/Patriot
railroad from
Montana Street to S Identified by BSB for
evaluation.
Arizona St.

West Gagnon Dump

Q3-RC38

74

UR-20

Park and Covert
Site identified by BSB
Streets (NW Corner) as areas for evaluation.

Quadrant 4 Third Party Ownership

Legend

Reclaimed Areas / BRES

nsufficiently Reclaimed Sites for Further Evaluation
Unreclaimed Sites

Site Name

Reclaimed ID

BRES No.

West Ruby Dump

Q3-RC39

66

UR-21

East Galena St. (300 Site identified by BSB
Block)
as areas for evaluation.

Maryland Ave & Iron St

Q4-TP1

1656

West Steward Parking Lot

Q3-RC40

80

UR-22

N. Arizona and E.
Granite St. (NE
Corner)

Star West Dump

Q4-TP2

134

Anderson Shaft (Engineered
Cover)

Q3-RC41

117

UR-23

Dexter Mill

Q4-TP3

133

Belmont Mine Yard
(Engineered Cover)

Q3-RC42

116

UR-24

Clark Mill and
Site identified by BSB
adjacent mill tailings as areas for evaluation.

Timber Butte Mill

Q4-TP4

156

Emma Shaft (Engineered
Cover)

Q3-RC44

114

UR-25

Scrap H Point Rd. –
Site identified by BSB
South Ryan Rd.
as areas for evaluation.
embankment

PA009 Dump (Engineered
Cover)

Q3-RC43

110, 110N, 110S,
110E

UR-26
UR-27

Insufficiently Reclaimed Sites for Further Evaluation

Year
Reclaimed
Site Name

Belle of Butte

Description

BRES No

8

Year Reclaimed

Site Name

1987

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.
Storm water site
identified in ROD;
Portion reclaimed
under UAO.

New and Mahoney
St. – Remaining
areas

Recontours above the shaft, capped and
revegetated.

Washoe Dump

Description

UR-28

Grove Creek from
Hanson to Rowe Rd.
W. Copper and N.
Washington St.(400
Block)

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

Waukesha St. (800
Block)
Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

BRES No

96

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

1985; 1998

Waste removal,
regraded, capped, and
revegetated. 1998 a 4foot walking trail was
installed. More
revegetation.
Waste removed,
recontoured, and
revegetated.

UR-29

Greens Apts. –
Surrounding areas

UR-30

N. Henry Ave. and
West Zarelda St. –
SW Corner

NA

UR-31

Big Butte VFD –
Surrounding areas

S. Colorado St. and
W. Mercury St. – SE
Site identified by BSB
Corner

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

Magna Carta Lessee Dump

11

1998

Waste removed, constructed storm water control
Colorado Dump
ditches, recontoured, capped and revegetated.

104

1986

Curry

16

1991

Waste removal, regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

Lizzie Shaft

105

1980-82

Lexington Dump

29

1988

Regraded, applied lime rock, capped and
revegetated.

Travona Dump

121

1991

Waste removal,
regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

UR-32

1990/91

Waste removed,
recontoured, storm
water control ditch
installed, capped and
revegetated.

UR-33

I-15 and Excelsior
St.

1990/91

Waste removal,
regraded, capped, and
paved with asphalt.

UR-34

Desperation Air
Shaft – east of site

UR-35

Steward Parking Lot Site identified by BSB
– South of site
as areas for evaluation.

Atlantic 1

Corra 2 Dump

30

32

1991

1991

Recontoured, recapped, revegetated.

Regraded, applied lime rock, capped and
revegetated.

Tension Dump

Heaney Dump

127

129

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

as areas for evaluation.

Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.
Site identified by BSB
as areas for evaluation.

Eveline

34

1991

Waste removal, regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

Dexter Mill

133

1990/91

Waste removal,
regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

Laplatta Gulch

36

1988

Waste removal, regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

Star West Dump

134

1991

Recontoured, capped
and revegetated.

UR-36

South Parrott Slope –
Site identified by BSB
unreclaimed areas
as areas for evaluation.

Missoula Mine

46

1994

Regraded and seeded.

Washoe Sampling
Works

135

1991

Waste and debris
removal, recontoured,
closed shaft, capped
and seeded.

UR-37

Main St. and Mullen
St. – NE Corner
Site identified by BSB

Timber Butte Mill

156

1989

Waste removed,
recontoured, storm
water control ditch
installed, capped and
revegetated.

UR-38

Isele

Site requested by
Agencies as areas for
evaluation.Source Area
(FSUA-132.)

Waste Rock Dump

158

Unknown

No site summary

UR-39

Bell of Butte;
Surrounding Areas

Area surrounding Belle
of Butte, north and east
identifed for evaluation

1625

1998

Zella

50

1991

Waste removal, regraded, capped, and
revegetated.

Poulin

53

1985

Graded, capped and revegetated.

Soudan Dump

93

1995

Parking lot development. Recontoured, installed
Black Bird
a retaining wall, covered, and revegetated.

Regraded, capped and
revegetated.

as areas for evaluation.

Appendix A.2
Superfund Stormwater Structures at Reclaimed Areas
Evaluated Under BRES.

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

Reclaimed Areas with Storm Water Structures

Reclaimed ID
Q1-RC1
Q1-RC2
Q1-RC3
Q1-RC7
Q1-RC9
Q1-RC12
Q1-RC15
Q1-RC16
Q1-RC18
Q1-RC20
Q1-RC23
Q1-RC24
Q1-RC27
Q1-RC29

BRES Site Name
Alice Dump
Amy Dump
Atlantic‐1
Corra2 Dump
Penrose
Goldsmith Dumps
Josephine Shaft
Lexington Dump
Magna Charta Lessee Dumps
North Alice Culvert
North Alice Culvert East
Venus Dump
South Corra2 Dump
Walkerville Ballfield
Walkerville Playground
West Gray Rock

Reclaimed ID BRES Site Name
Buffalo South
Q2-RC2
Poulin Dump
Spence Dump
Q2-RC3
Kennedy Dump
Buffalo Dump
Del Monte
Q2-RC4
Garfield
Q2-RC4
LaPlatta Gulch
Q2-RC5
Little Mina
Q2-RC6
LittleMina‐1
Q2-RC7
Missoula Mine
Q2-RC9
Q2-RC11 Moscow Dump
Q2-RC12 Mountain Con‐2 Dump
Mountain Con Mine Yard
Q2-RC12, 18
Mountain Con‐3
Upper Missoula Gulch
Q2-RC16
Rock Island Dump
Q2-RC23
Reclaimed ID
Q3-RC1
Q3-RC3
Q3-RC15
Q3-RC23
Q3-RC24
Q3-RC26
Q3-RC27
Q3-RC28
Q3-RC29
Q3-RC30
Q3-RC32
Q3-RC33
Q3-RC35
Q3-RC41
Q3-RC42

BRES Site Name
Anselmo‐Timber Yard Slope
Anselmo Mine yard
Butte New England
Mandan Park Play Area
National Dump
NW Syndicate Pit
Original Mine Yard
PA020 Dump
Parrott Dump & Mine Yard
Parrot Shop South Slope
Parrot Shop South Slope Poly 2
Parrot Shop South Slope Poly 3
Rialto Dump
Syndicate Pit Dumps South
Syndicate Pit
Washoe Dump (CapriN.)
Anderson Shaft
Belmont Mine Yard
Belmont Hoist

Reclaimed ID BRES Site Name
Clark Mill Tailings
Q4-RC4
Clark Mill Tailings East
Colorado Smelter
Q4-RC5
Timber Butte Mill
Q4-RC11

Quadrant 1
Engineered SW Feature Descriptions
Multiple RLDs, & Bull Run Gulch
RLDs, drop inlets & Bull Run Gulch
Multiple RLDs north, south, east and west, culverts and sediment catch basin along Bernie’s Way
Multiple RLDs and culverts
Multiple RLDs and culverts under BA&P Walking Trail
RLDs and (2) sediment catch basins
Multiple RLDs and culverts
Multiple RLDs north, south, east and west,culvert inlets at B Street and outlet under MainSt. (offsite)
Multiple RLDs, culverts & Daly St. inlet
Multiple RLDs,culvert inlets & outlets
RLD & culvert under haul road
RLD to catch basin and inlet along Walkerville Drive
RLDs (2) along Bernie’s Way & Summer Street
RLDs and Sub‐Drain along North Street
RLDs on slope drainage, culvert inlets and outlets
Multiple RLDs and culverts along Summer St. and culverts under BA&P Walking Trail
Quadrant 2
Engineered SW Feature Descriptions
Multiple RLDs, culvertinlets & outlets
RLD and culvert on N. Montana St.
RLD and culvert on Buffalo St.
RLD and culvert on Buffalo St.
RLD on Buffalo St. & (2) SW inlets on Main St.
RLD along 5th Street
RLD along 5th Street
Multiple RLDs and culverts & asphalt lined ditch and inlets on LaPlatta Street
RLD and inlet along Buffalo St.
RLD and inlet on Buffalo St.
Culvert inlet and outlet under eastern access road
RLD along N. Montana Street
RLD and culverts under trail (2)
RLD with culvert inlets and outlets
Multiple RLDs,culvert inlets & outlets
Multiple RLDs, culvertinlets & outlets, in addition to concrete lined main Missoula Gulch
Multiple RLDs and culverts along Summer St. and Bernie’s Way
Quadrant 3
Engineered SW Feature Descriptions
Multiple RLDs, catch basins (2),culvert inlets and outlets
Multiple RLDs, catch basins and SW inlets
Multiple RLDs
RLD on N. Wyoming St.
RLD and inlet
SW inlets (2) along N. Clark St. and Ball field run off ditch
RLD along south fence‐line and SWinlet
Asphalt SW Diversion Berm on Main St.
Multiple RLDs on north and south
Multiple RLDs & inlets along Granite St.
RLD & inlet along Anaconda Road
RLD on south‐east side
SW inlet on SE corner (across from Site)
RLDN. By Walking Trail & S. along Empire St.
Multiple RLDs
RLDs (2) along west parking lot & south fence‐line
RLD
Multiple RLDs
RLD on Continental Drive & S E inlets (2)
Quadrant 4
Engineered SW Feature Descriptions
MultipleRLDs, culvert inlets & outlets
RLD from Timber Butte
Multiple RLDs & Sed. Basins & SW inlet under I‐15
Multiple RLDs
RLD = Rock lined Ditch

Appendix B
Procedures, Field Forms, and Specifications

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

Appendix B.1
Standard Maintenance Procedures

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP-1
SOIL PH FIELD TESTING

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 1
PAGE 1 of 3

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely and effectively perform inspection and
maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU BRES.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes soil sampling using a hand-held soil pH
meter. Associated steps workers are required to implement include: dig a shallow hole
using hand tools, calibration, operate the meter, rinse, and record data. Work described
in this procedure includes soil sampling using a hand-held soil pH meter, a Hanna
Instruments Model# 99121 or equivalent.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and reliable
manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must bring the
issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Sample Size

a.

2.

Device operation

a.
b.

A minimum of one complete pH sample is recommended per ¼ acre with at least one
duplicate pH sample per site. At larger sites, take duplicate pH samples at a rate of 1 for
every 20 samples analyzed.
To turn the device on or off Press: On/Off button.
To Freeze the device Press: Set/Hold.

3.

Device Calibration

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Connect the PH probe to the meter.
Hold the On/Off button until Calibration is visible on the screen.
Put the probe in 7.01 calibration solution.
The meter will recognize the solution and calibrate.
Once the calibration is recognized and stable, press: On/Off

4.

Prepare to take a
pH measurement

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Connect the probe when the device is off.
Remove the protective cap from the probe.
Insert the probe into the sample.
Wait until the “not stable” read out has turned off; and
Record the measurement.

5.

Dig hole and
prepare for
sampling

a.
b.

Determine location from engineering assessment.
Using a hand trowel, dig a hole approximately 2 - 4 inches deep, discarding the top 2
inches of soil.
Remove foreign, non-organic material, and break-up large material.
Perforate the soil with the included soil drill to a depth of at least 8 inches.
If the soil is dry, moisten with a small amount of distilled water.
Rinse the probe with tap water (not distilled).
Insert the probe slightly into the soil, making sure that it is in contact with the soil
surfaces.

6.

Record
measurement; rinse
and repeat.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
a.
b.

Once the readings have stabilized record the measurement.
Remove the probe from the hole, gently clean off loose soil with your fingers, then rinse
the probe with tap water;

Caution: Avoid using a rag or cloth to prevent damage to the probe.
c. Repeat this procedure in several locations; then
d. Average the results

7. Documentation

a. Prepare a map showing sampling location(s) and sample results.
SMP-01 SOIL PH TESTING_R1.DOCX
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP-1
SOIL PH FIELD TESTING

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 1
PAGE 2 of 3

b. A field GPS device may be used to record sample locations.

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS
RELATED SOP’s /
WORK PLANS

NA
Manufacturer’s Instructions

FORMS/CHECKLIST
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SOP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE

Revisions:
SMP-01 SOIL PH TESTING_R1.DOCX
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP-1
SOIL PH FIELD TESTING

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 1
PAGE 3 of 3

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SOP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

Rev.
1

Description
Updated per Agency comments 4/5/2019

Date
5/15/2019

SMP-01 SOIL PH TESTING_R1.DOCX

Approval
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP- 2
COVER SOIL PLACEMENT

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 0
PAGE 1 of 2

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely and effectively perform inspection and
maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan.

SCOPE

Work described in this section includes visual inspection, placing, and spreading the
limestone and fill on prepared areas in accordance with this Specification at the
locations shown on the Drawings.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the Project Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

INSTRUCTIONS

Verify cover soil material is free of any trash, rocks, lumps of soil, stumps, and brush.
Rock content (i.e., particles >2.0 mm) constitutes <45% (by volume) of the cover soil
and the maximum allowable rock size is 6 inches in diameter.
Cover soil source should be free of any noxious weeds, to the greatest extent possible.

1. Material

Verify cover soil is a friable material and the <2.0 mm fraction characterized as loam,
sandy loam, sandy clay loam, sandy clay, clay loam, silty clay, silty clay loam, silt loam,
or silt in accordance with the USDA Soil Conservation Service textural classification
(attached). Loamy sand may be acceptable from 6 to 18 inches in certain circumstances,
per approval of EPA.
Verify soil pH shall between 5.5 and 8.5, and soil SAR shall be <12. Soil saturation
percent will be less than 85% and greater than 25%. The soil shall have an EC less than
4 mmhos/cm. NO3, P, and K will be used by EPA and Atlantic Richfield Company to
verify fertilizer rates.
2. Approvals
3. Placement

4. Reporting

Cover soil specifications are provided in the BHRS.
Cover soil shall not be placed until the areas to be covered have been properly prepared,
the limestone layer appropriately applied (if required), all construction work in the area
has been completed and approved all subgrade preparations have been completed.
Under normal conditions, slopes must not exceed a maximum of 3:1 (3 horizontal to 1
vertical).
Verify placement of cover soil thickness provides a minimum thickness specified in the
appropriate corrective action related SMP. Ensure sufficient cover soil is applied to
account for settling, sloughing, and erosion.
Report quantities and application in the annual Reclaimed Areas Summary Report.
DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT

The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS

BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials

SMP-02 COVER SOIL PLACEMENT.DOC
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP- 2

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 0
PAGE 2 of 2

COVER SOIL PLACEMENT

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE

By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

Revisions:
Rev.

Description

Date

SMP-02 COVER SOIL PLACEMENT.DOC

Approval
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP - 3
LIMESTONE PLACEMENT AND STABILIZATION

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 0
PAGE 1 of 2

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively perform inspection
and maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this section includes limestone stabilization, hauling, placing, and
spreading the limestone and fill on prepared areas in accordance with this Specification
at the locations shown on the Drawings.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Sub-Grade Prep

The sub-grade surface to be covered shall be brought to grade, finished smooth and
uniform immediately prior to limestone placement.
Grades shall be maintained in a true and even condition. Where grades have not been
established, the areas shall be graded and sloped to drain to prevent formation of
standing water.

2. Limestone
Application Rate

A minimum 350 tons/acre (approximately a 2 inch thick layer) of limestone shall be
placed on the low pH soil.

3. Approvals

Limestone placement and application rate must be approved prior to placement.
Address placement and application rate with the Superfund Manager for approval
prior to placement.
Limestone materials must have a calcium carbonate equivalent content of not less
than 65%. All limestone must be <1 inch in diameter and 50% (weight basis) must
pass a 60 mesh.
Apply limestone and spread to provide a uniform layer (approximately 2 inches
thickness) across the entire low pH area. Note: limestone must be applied prior to
cover or topsoil placement.
Documentation of this sampling effort, including a map showing sampling location(s)
and sample results, shall be included in the final construction completion document(s)
for the project.

4. Limestone
Application
5. Documentation

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS

BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

BRES Field Evaluation Report; Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
SMP-03 LIMESTONE PLACEMENT.DOC
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REVISION: 0
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APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE

Revisions:
Rev.

Description

Date

SMP-03 LIMESTONE PLACEMENT.DOC

Approval
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP- 4
ORGANIC AMENDMENT

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 0
PAGE 1 of 3

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively perform
inspection and maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes sampling, material placement, and
incorporation required to complete corrective action recommendations of reclaimed
sites.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.Materials

INSTRUCTIONS

Organic amendments materials include manure, compost, etc. typically utilized to
increase the organic matter content of soil.
1. Organic amendments shall be analyzed for percent dry weight, percent rock >2.0
mm (% dry weight), organic matter content of the < 2.0mm fraction (% dry
weight using Walkley Black procedure.
2. Manure – Cattle manure is the preferred manure type, containing < 20% straw
material by dry weight.

2.Application

1. Application rate shall be calculated using 3% (dry weight) organic amendment
applied to the upper 6 inches of the cover soil.
2. Do not apply amendment materials during wind conditions strong enough to
displace material onto adjacent areas.
3. Application should not be performed when wind gusts exceed 20 mph.

3. Application and
incorporation
methods

1. Agricultural manure spreaders shall be used to apply organic material uniformly
up to 6 inches in depth.
2. Localized application greater than 6 inches in depth is not allowed.
3. Immediately after application, rip the soil and amendment to a 6-inch minimum
depth at 12-inch centers.
4. Till the soil to a 6-inch depth using an agricultural cone shaped disc (20-inch
diameter) at 6-inches. Multiple passes, staggering the disc placement is
recommended to achieve incorporation.
5. Complete tillage to achieve a uniform incorporation of the organic amendment
and soil to a depth of 6 inches.

4. Incorporation
completion

1. All incorporation shall be completed as soon as possible after amendment in
applied to the landscape.

SMP-04 ORGANIC AMENDMENT.DOC
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ORGANIC AMENDMENT

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS

BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE

By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE

Revisions:
Rev.

Description

Date
SMP-04 ORGANIC AMENDMENT.DOC

Approval
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APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

SMP-04 ORGANIC AMENDMENT.DOC
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP - 5
BARREN AREAS

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 0
PAGE 1 of 3

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively perform
inspection and maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

This SMP describes routine work instructions to implement corrective action of barren areas
described in the BRES. Corrective actions described below are consistent with Butte Hill
Revegetation Specifications and BRES requirements.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, field personnel must bring
the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1. Area of Concern

2. Records Review

3. Review Site
4. Additional Testing

3. Corrective Action
Planning

4. Cover Soil

5. Soil Amendments

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remedial action shall be applied to the barren area(s) within the specified within
the applicable polygon described in the BRES Field Evaluation report.
2. Non-barren areas are excluded from this action. Rock outcrops do not count as
barren areas.
1. Review pertinent historic corrective action plans as needed for the area of
concern prior to implementation of corrective action.
2. If no pertinent site data exists, consult the Department of Reclamation &
Environmental Services Director and/or O&M Manager as needed.
1. Areas less than 100 square feet may be addressed at the discretion of the O&M
Manager.
1. Review additional testing requirements to determine appropriate corrective action.
a. Soil pH – refer to SMP for Soil pH testing; Soil pH <5.5 will receive
limestone stabilization.
a. Nutrients (Walkley-Black) (P-K-N) per BHRS criteria.
1. Identify EPA-approved cover soil source.
2. Prepare an engineering estimate or the total volume of material required to
complete the corrective action.
3. Coordinate completion of corrective action with appropriate departments.
1. Apply 6-inches of approved cover soil to the barren areas(s) described in the
BRES Field Evaluation report.
2. Grading of cover soil must match existing topography and prevent erosion areas.
3. Final application of cover soil must be completed to support a seedbed described
in the BHRS.
1. Lime Stone
a. Stabilize low pH soil with limestone applied to approximately 2 inches
uniform depth (350 tons/acre) across the low pH region.
2. Organic amendments, compost or cattle manure, that meet specifications attached
to this procedure may be applied at an application rate of 3% amendment in the upper
6 inches of cover soil.

3. Fertilizer may be applied at rates to achieve soil concentrations described below.
a.
b.
c.

Nitrogen (N) - 60 lbs/acre
Phosphorous (P2O5) – 80 lbs/acre
Potassium (K2O) – 150 lbs/acre
SMP-05 BARREN AREAS.DOC
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STATUS: Final
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1. Perform spreader application calibrations prior to field deployment, and provide
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

calibration documentation upon request.
Apply a uniformly regulated amount of material organic amendments using an
agricultural manure spreader, or approved alternative method. See SMP-4.
Do not apply localized application areas thicker than 6 inches depth
Do not apply amendments during windy conditions strong enough to displace material
during application ( local speed < 20 mph)
Immediately after amendment is placed, till the soil to a minimum depth of 6 inches using
an agriculture cone-shaped disc (20- inch diameter).
Multiple passes may be required to achieve depth requirements.

1. Apply seed as described in SMP-6
2. Areas prepared for seeding during the period of October 15through June 15 may be

7. Seeding

permanently seeded at anytime conditions allow seed placement.

3. No seeding is allowable within the application period from June 15 to October
15.
4. Seed application rate
a. Drill seed application will be applied at a rate of 17 pounds per acre.
b. Broadcast seed application will be applied at a rate of 34 pounds per acre.
1. Provide documentation of final corrective action to the Operations Manager, and
Database Manager.
2. Final reports will be provided to the Agencies.
3. Final reports will contain a summary of corrective actions performed including
types and quantities of cover soil, fertilizer, amendments, and seeding.
4. Complete details of reporting requirements are provided in the BPSOU
Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan.

7. Reporting

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS
RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerial
SMP 1 – Cover Soil
SMP 3 – Organic Amendment
SMP 6 – Seeding
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE

By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE
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BARREN AREAS

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE

Revisions:
Rev.
Description
1
Updated roles and responsibilities

Date
1/2021

SMP-05 BARREN AREAS.DOC

Approval
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BPSOU RECLAIMED AREAS M&M SMP-6
SEEDING AND FERTILIZING

STATUS: Final
DATE ISSUED: 11/16
REVISION: 1
PAGE 1 of 3

PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively perform
inspection and maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes sampling, soil preparation, material
placement, and incorporation required to complete corrective action recommendations of
BRES sites.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.Seed application
periods

2. Seed Mix and Source

3. Preparation

4. Fertilizing

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Areas prepared for seeding during the period of October 15through June 15 may be
permanently seeded at anytime conditions allow seed placement.

2.

Slopes and areas prepared for seeding during the period June 16 through October 14 shall
receive an annual cover crop from the straw mulch seed to protect the in-place cover soils
during this period.

3.

No application of perennial seed mix will be performed from June 15 through October 15.

4.

The perennial seed mix shall then be applied to the areas after October 15.

The preferred seed mix for all BRES and BHRS related planting shall be comprised of the
following:
Wheatgrass, Bluebunch 30% (5.1 lbs/acre)
Fescue, Idaho 40% (6.8 lbs/acre)
Fescue, Rough 10% (1.7 lbs/acre)
Prairie Junegrass 10% (1.7 lbs/acre)
Sandberg Bluegrass 10% (1.7 lbs/acre)
Approved Source:
Circle S Seeds
14990 Madison Frontage Road
Three Forks, Montana 59752
1. Compacted soils in areas to be seeded must be loosened prior to soil placement.
2.

Disc or till the area to loosen the soil in the area to be seeded to a depth of 6 inches

3.

Perform disc and tilling paths perpendicular to natural flow of water.

4.

Remove large clods and clumps in the soil.

5.

Excessively loose soil will be compacted to perform a uniform rough-textured surface
suitable for seeding.

6.

Apply fertilizer to the prepared seedbed as described in the Fertilizing section below.

1.

Fertilizer will be applied uniformly across seedbed areas for newly reclaimed areas.

2.

Mechanical or hydraulic methods can be utilized to apply fertilizer to achieve soil
concentrations listed below:
Nitrogen – 60 lbs/acre
P2O5 – 80 lbs/acre
K2O - 150 lbs/acre
SMP-06 SEEDING.DOC
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3. Fertilizer will be blended with the top layer of soil using methods described in the
Preparation section.
4. Fertilizer applied after seeding is complete does not require blending with the soil.
5. Granular fertilizer amendment may be applied at a rate of 25 pounds (lbs) of nitrogen (N)
per acre, 0.0 lbs of phosphorus (P) per acre, and 0.0 lbs of potassium (K) per acre (NPK =
25-0-0) to a site to improve the cover of existing vegetation.
6. Fertilization must take place in the spring. Fall fertilization is discouraged to minimize
plant growth prior to the winter season.
5. Seed application

6. Alternative
application methods

1.

Drill seeding is the preferred application method.

2.

All seeding equipment shall be operated and seed placed perpendicular to any slopes.

3.

Uniformly distribute seeding to the area being seeded.

4.

Application planting using drill seeding can be completed to a depth of ¼ to 1 inches, and
rows spaced no to exceed 8 inches apart.

5.

Planted seeds cannot be covered by soil greater than 1-inch in depth.

6.

Seed application rate

1.

a. Drill seed application will be applied at a rate of 17 pounds per acre.
b. Broadcast seed application will be applied at a rate of 34 pounds per acre.
Broadcast seeding may be performed by hand or mechanical methods in areas
inaccessible to drill seed equipment.

2.

Broadcast seeded areas must be hand raked to cover seeds for germination.

3.

Broadcast seed application rates are double the application rate of drill seeding.

4.

Hydraulic seeding may be used when the seedbed surface is too saturated to permit
seeding by drill. Wood fiber or vegetative mulch slurry will be used to cushion the seed
against damage. At no time shall seed and fertilizer remain in slurry for more than 45
minutes.
**Hydraulic seeding methods shall not be used during adverse weather**

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials

DRAWINGS

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

SMP-1 – Cover Soil
SMP-3 – Organic Amendment
Butte Hill Revegetation Specification Cover Soil
Butte Hill Revegetation Seed Mix
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.
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MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE
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Address Agency Comments

Date
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PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely and effectively perform inspection and
maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes site investigations and verification, field
sampling, and engineering estimates required to make corrective action
recommendations of BRES sites.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.

Soil pH Sampling

INSTRUCTIONS

a. Refer to soil pH measurements procedures – SMP-1.

2.Stabilization

a. Stabilization – Limestone Placement SMP-3.

3. Capping

1. Apply 6-inches of approved cover soil to the barren areas(s) described in the
BRES Field Evaluation report.
2. Grading of cover soil must match existing topography and prevent erosion areas.
3. Final application of cover soil must be completed to support a seedbed described
in the BHRS.
1. Organic amendments, compost or cattle manure, that meet specifications attached
to this procedure may be applied at an application rate of 3% amendment in the upper

4. Fertilizing

6 inches of cover soil.

2. Fertilizer may be applied at rates to achieve soil concentrations described below.

5. Application and
Incorporation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. Seeding

7. Evaluation

a. Nitrogen (N) - 60 lbs/acre
b. Phosphorous (P2O5) – 80 lbs/acre
c. Potassium (K2O) – 150 lbs/acre
Perform spreader application calibrations prior to field deployment and provide
calibration documentation upon request.
Apply a uniformly regulated amount of material organic amendments using an
agricultural manure spreader or approved alternative method. See SMP-4.
Do not apply localized application areas thicker than 6 inches depth
Do not apply amendments during windy conditions strong enough to displace material
during application (local speed < 20 mph)
Immediately after amendment is placed, till the soil to a minimum depth of 6 inches using
an agriculture cone-shaped disc (20 inch diameter).
Multiple passes may be required to achieve depth requirements.

6.
1. Seeding will be performed before June 15, or after October 15.
2. No seeding will be applied between the period from June 15 to October 15.
3. Apply seed as described in SMP-6.
4. Seed application rate
a. Drill seed application will be applied at a rate of 17 pounds per acre.
a. Broadcast seed application will be applied at a rate of 34 pounds per acre.
a. Continue to evaluate the site per the BRES Field Evaluation Schedule.
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DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerial
DRAWINGS

RELATED SOP’s /
WORK PLANS

FORMS/CHECKLIST

SMP-1 – Cover Soil
SMP-3 – Organic Amendment
SMP-6 – Seeding
Butte Hill Revegetation Specification Cover Soil
Butte Hill Revegetation Seed Mix
BSB Dirt Moving and Excavating Ordnance
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SOP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE
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SITE CAPPING

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SOP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

OTHER
Revisions:
Rev.

DATE

Description

Date
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PURPOSE

This Standard Maintenance Procedure (SMP) is written to establish a uniform, consistent
method to safely and effectively perform maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU
Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

This procedure describes routine work instructions to implement corrective action of erosion
areas described in the BRES caused by surface flow and/or wind. Corrective actions
described below are consistent with Butte Hill Revegetation Specifications and BRES
requirements. Erosion on very steep slopes (>30% slope gradient) may require an
engineering assessment.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.Visual and
Engineering
Assessment

2. Perform soil
testing

3. Determine
approach based on
soil analysis
results.

4. Determine if
erosion is localized
or sitewide.

INSTRUCTIONS

Erosion will be addressed by the following steps to correct the eroded areas and
prevent further degradation
Initial assessment includes testing soil quality to determine if vegetation is capable of
growth. Test soil to determine soil meets minimum characteristics listed in the
BHRS.
1. Lack of vegetation – soil amendments, fertilizer, seeding.
2. Excessive flow – need controls.
3. Steep terrain, fabric & over seed.
Confirm soil meets Butte Hill Cover Soil required in the BHRS.
• Secure a minimum of three soil samples from the area and submit for
laboratory analysis of the following:
• Texture class and particle size, pH, % saturation, EC (mmohs/cm), % organic
matter, NO3 – N, P, and K.
• Test soil for metals (As, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn).
Soil that meets the minimum requirements of the BHRS should allow vegetative
growth, and may be mitigated with an aggressive, fast yield cover crop (reference
improved seed mix).
Soil that does not meet BHRS will be amended, or fertilized.
Soil that indicates mine waste is present will be removed and remediated as described
in the Exposed Waste Rock (SMP-8).
Localized erosion may be due to concentrated flows due to terrain features that
concentrate flows, high volume precipitation event, or loss of vegetation.
Sitewide erosion is characteristic of erosion occurring at multiple locations across the
site, or evidence of sheet flow across the site. Perform an engineering evaluation
1. Determine Engineered Controls – Run-on/run-off controls
2. Identify placement of ditches, curb and gutters, etc.
3. Determine additional dissipation requirements (re-establishment of vegetation
using, checks, cross-tracking, straw mats).
SMP-08 EROSION.DOC
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Localized Erosion
1. Armor localized areas using angular rock >6inches.
2. Create check dams at established intervals.
3. Utilize seed mix with aggressive, fast-growth cover crop. Apply seed cross slope
re-vegetation perpendicular to the slope.
4. On slopes up to 3:1 re-utilize installation of rock checks, cross-tracking, or straw
mats.
5. On slopes > 3:1 utilize geotextile fabric on top of over-seeded areas to allow reestablishment of vegetation.

6.Re-grading

7.Energy Dissipation
Methods

Sitewide mitigations measure will be identified through completion of an engineering
assessment. Sitewide mitigation measures identified through the assessment may
include the following:
Engineered Controls – Run-on/run-off controls,
Perpendicular cross slope re-vegetation perpendicular to the slope
Seed with aggressive fast growth cover crop (refer to BHRS revised approved seed
mix).
Site Run-on and Run-off control should be applied where erosion is a result of upgradient storm water entering the site. Refer to appropriate storm water controls
SMPs. Permanent/differentiated site edges such as channels, or curb and gutter
systems should be evaluated for control methods.
Additional energy dissipation methods are provided below to maintain surface flow
velocities, and minimize localized erosion effects. Dissipation methods should be
applied to promote vegetation establishment and growth as the preferred long term
erosion control method.
Sitewide erosion control methods:
Apply hydro-seed with tackifier and binding agent as described in the BHRS.
Erosion control blankets and rolled erosion control products
Localized erosion control methods:
Check dams or wattles (rock walls, logs, woven fence, etc.) installed at intervals to
break longer slopes into a series of shorter slopes. Install at intervals of not less than
100 feet and no greater than 250 feet.
Channel armoring will be installed at localized areas of erosion where slopes exceed
3:1. Install angular riprap armoring at channel inlet/outlets.
DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT

The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.

DRAWINGS
RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerial
BHRS approved seed mix
BRES Field Evaluation Report
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APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE

Revisions:
Rev.

Description

Date
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PURPOSE

This Standard Maintenance Procedure (SMP) is written to establish a uniform, consistent
method to safely and effectively perform maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU
Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

This SMP describes routine work instructions to implement corrective action of exposed
waste rock described in the BRES. Corrective actions described below are consistent with
Butte Hill Revegetation Specifications and BRES requirements.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, field personnel must bring
the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1. Area of Concern

INSTRUCTIONS

1.
2.

2. Records Review
3. Assessment

4. Material Removal

5. Material Left in
Place
6. Limestone
Stabilization
7. Cover Soil

8. Approvals

9. Implementation
10. Reporting

Remedial action shall be applied to the barren area(s) within the specified within the
applicable polygon described in the BRES Field Evaluation report.
Non-waste rock outcroppings are excluded from this action.

1.

Review pertinent historic corrective action plans as needed for the area of concern prior to
implementation of corrective action.
2. If no pertinent site data exists, consult the Superfund Program Manager as needed.
1. An Engineering Assessment of the area shall be performed as described in the
Engineering Assessment SMP-11 to determine the appropriate course of action (removal
or burial).
2. Prepare an engineering estimate for the total volume of material required to complete the
corrective action, and include quantity estimates with CAP.
1. Material removed will be excavated to a depth approximately 6-inches below waste
depth.
2. All excavated material will be removed and hauled to the Butte Mine Waste Repository.
3. Reference BSB Dirt Moving and Excavating protocol.
1. Material may left in place will be stabilized with limestone, capped with cover soil,
fertilized, and seeded as described in associated SMPs (SMP-3, -4, and -7).
2. Coordinate completion of corrective action with appropriate departments.
Reference SMP-3
1. Apply limestone and spread to provide a uniform layer (approximately 2 inches thickness)
across the entire low pH area. Note: limestone must be applied prior to cover soil
placement.
Reference SMP-2
1. Apply 18-inches of approved cover soil to the areas(s) described in the BRES Field
Evaluation report.
2. Grading of cover soil must match existing topography and prevent erosion areas.
3. Final application of cover soil must be completed to support a seedbed described in the
BHRS.
1. Agency approval must be provided within 30 days of the corrective action being
submitted.
2. Corrective actions utilize previously approved standardized procedures to expedite the
approval process.
1. Corrective action will be implemented within 60-days of final approval. All corrective
action will be completed within the calendar year.
1. Final documentation of corrective action implemented will be provided with the annual
Reclaimed Areas M&M report.
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DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerial

DRAWINGS

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS

FORMS/CHECKLIST

SMP-2 – Cover Soil Placement
SMP-3 – Limestone Placement
SMP-4 – Organic Amendment
SMP-11 – Engineering Assessment
Butte Hill Revegetation Specification Cover Soil
Butte Hill Revegetation Seed Mix
BSB Dirt Moving and Excavating Ordnance
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

MANAGER

DATE

LEAD OPERATOR

DATE

OPERATOR

DATE

OTHER

DATE

OTHER

DATE
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EXPOSED WASTE ROCK

APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SMP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
training on the procedure and associated competency testing.

Revisions:
Rev.

Description

Date
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Approval
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PURPOSE

To establish a uniform procedure to safely and effectively perform inspection and
maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes review of existing aerial photos and GIS data,
site investigations and verification, and final boundary revisions.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the Project Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

INSTRUCTIONS

1.Aerial Photo
Review

a. Evaluate aerial photo documentation to identify obvious areas that do not appear
to be remediated, or remediation does not match existing boundaries.
b. Review and verify existing boundary .shp files.

2.GIS Data Review

a. Perform verification of .shp boundaries by comparison with relevant documents
related to boundary determination, site features, landmarks, etc.
b. Make preliminary boundary adjustments as needed.

3. Site Visit

a. Perform field verifications utilizing GPS enabled devices.
b. Physically walk the boundary while possessing the GPS enabled device (mobile
phone, tablet, computer, etc.) to create log file of the boundary path.

4. Desktop
comparison

a. Perform desktop comparison of proposed and field generated boundaries and
match discrepancies. Submit boundary revisions to the QAM for review and
approval.

5. Polygon and
Boundary Revision

a. Finalize boundary delineations, and submit to EPA/DEQ for approval

6. New boundary
designation

a. Newly reclaimed areas require a newly created boundary.

b. After EPA/DEQ approval of the boundary revision, upload BRES Quadrant
Boundary to BSB database.

b. Assign new boundaries with a BRES Site Number, and quadrant number.
c. Upload the .shp file to the BRES maintenance database and prepare for four-year
review cycle.
DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT

The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials
DRAWINGS
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RELATED SOP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE
By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
of this SOP for its intended purpose. Also, by signing this document, it serves as acknowledgement that I have received
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Revisions:
Rev.
Description
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Date
5/15/2019
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PURPOSE

This Standard Maintenance Procedure (SMP) is written to establish a uniform, consistent
method to safely and effectively perform assessment tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU
Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes site investigations and verification, field
sampling, and engineering estimates required to make corrective action
recommendations of BRES sites related to vegetative or reclamation improvements, or
engineering assessments.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the Project Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.

INSTRUCTIONS

Introduction

a. Vegetation or Reclamation Improvement - For polygons or sites in the lowest
vegetation cover category (less than 21 percent) or meet the barren area criterion, a
Vegetation Improvement (VI) or Reclamation Improvement (RI) plan is implemented for
those polygons or sites. If a site undergoes VI and then falls into the less than 21 percent
live cover category again during any future BRES evaluations, the polygon is then
required to undergo an RI, in order to meet the BHRS. The VI or RI must be conducted
by qualified personnel within their range of expertise. In general, small-scale VI items
may be directly addressed by BSB whereas moderate to large-scale VI or RI may require
the use of a reclamation specialist to design and implement a corrective action.
b. Engineering Assessment - An Engineering Assessment (EA) at a site is performed to
determine the appropriate type of corrective action to address erosion, site edge, exposed
waste, bulk soil failure or mass instability, and gully trigger items identified during a
BRES site evaluation. The EA must be conducted by qualified personnel within their
range of expertise. In general, small-scale EA trigger items may be directly addressed by
BSB whereas moderate- to large-scale EAs may require the use of a professional engineer
to design and implement a corrective action.

2. Review Field
Report

3. Determine
Appropriate
Trigger Item

a.

The BSB Operations Manager will review the annual BRES evaluation to determine
initial site characteristics and deficiencies and then assess the need for a VI, RI, or EA.
Additionally, the need for inclusion of a reclamation specialist or professional engineer
to assist with the design and implementation of the corrective action will be determined
by the BSB Operations Manager .

b.

A site investigation will be performed by the BSB Operations Manager and appropriate
field crew lead to validate the BRES field evaluation.

Additional personnel may be included in the field evaluation, at the discretion of BSB, such as
Agency BRES oversight or subcontractor(s) to determine appropriate corrective actions.
a. The field investigation described above is utilized to determine the appropriate BRES
trigger item(s) and corrective action(s) required.

SMP-11 VEG AND ENG_R1.DOCX
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a.

Determine soil pH to classify soil as potentially waste material if soil pH < 5.5. Refer to
SMP-1. One complete pH sample is recommended per ¼ acre.

b.

XRF analysis per SMP-13 to determine if the action more than 1 sample per 100 square
feet (ft2). Note: Follow the sampling requirements for a site or location as specified in the
site-specific SAP.

Composite soil samples:
1.

One composite sample will be collected from 0 to 6 inches from top of surface and
will be analyzed for organic compounds (Walkley-Black), nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium.

2.

One composite sample will be collected from 6 to 18 inches from the top of surface
and will be analyzed for analyzed for metals (As, Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn).

Composite samples will be collected at a frequency of not less than 1 sample per 5 acres, and
no more than 1 sample per 100 square feet (ft^2).

5. Waste Area
Quantification

a.

Determine the amount of exposed waste using available survey data

b.

Field estimation methods or aerial photo data may be used at the discretion of the
Operations Manager and verified with survey data.

6. Corrective
Measures

a.

Removal is required for quantities > 10 c.y.

b.

Stabilization – Limestone Placement SMP-3

7. Capping

a.

Cover Soil Capping SMP-7

b. Final depth to be determined by the BSB O&M Manager in concurrence with Agency
recommendations.

8. Fertilizing and
Seeding

a.

Fertilize, amendments, and seeding completed as described in the referenced SMP-4.

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials
DRAWINGS

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS

FORMS/CHECKLIST

SMP-1 – Soil pH Testing
SMP-3 – Limestone Placement
SMP-4 – Organic Amendment
SMP-7 – Cover Soil Capping
Butte Hill Revegetation Specification Cover Soil
Butte Hill Revegetation Seed Mix
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
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By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
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LEAD OPERATOR
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PURPOSE

Establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively perform
inspection and maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes placement and incorporation required to
complete corrective action recommendations of BRES sites to subdue noxious weeds.

WORK INSTRUCTIONS
The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

1.Application periods

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Areas recommended for aggressive weed control will be sprayed repeatedly over spring,
summer, and fall spraying seasons.

2.

Application will not be available to newly seeded areas.

1.

Areas will be spot-sprayed, directly on the weeded areas of concern.

2.

No boom spraying will be performed.

3.

Application will be complete prior to application of any seeds.

4.

Perform application in spring, summer, and fall for two complete cycles. Additional
application can be considered on a site-by-site basis.

3. Herbicide selection

1.

The preferred herbicide used for weed control is amine 2, 4-D weed killer. Montana Field
Guide recommends this weed control method based on site soil characteristics.
Additional specific weed control products may be used on a case-by-case basis upon prior
approval.

4. Weed Control
Delineation

1. The affected area(s) will be delineated in the field using the Arcmap tracking tool on Ipads
by personal conducting weed spraying.

2. Application

2. A maintenance polygon will be created to provide location and maintenance tasks needed.
3. Assign new polygon (SMP-14) within an existing site number, and quadrant number.
4. Upload the .shp file to the BRES maintenance database and prepare for ongoing
maintenance activity and progress tracking, and the four-year review cycle.

DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials
DRAWINGS

RELATED SMP’s /
WORK PLANS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

Amine 2, 4-D Safety Data Sheet
BRES Field Evaluation Report
Reclaimed Areas Recommendation Summary Report
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Establish a uniform procedure to safely, consistently, and effectively operating XL3 X-Ray
Fluorescence (XRF) analyzer under the Reclaimed Areas Maintenance and Monitoring Plan
within Butte Priority Soils Operating Unit (BPSOU).
This procedure has been prepared for the Butte Silver Bow Department of Reclamation &
Environmental Services personnel. All personnel conducting field XRF sampling shall be
trained and competent in work described below.

WORK INSTRUCTIONS
The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate,
and reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations
personnel must bring the issue to the attention of the BSB Superfund Project Manager and the appropriate
revisions made.
TASK
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Assemble XRF
stand.

a. Open the case containing the stand and insert 4 legs into base of stand.
b. Place stand on a solid, level surface.

2. Prep XRF sample
for analysis.

a. Wearing latex or nitrile gloves, remove any large aggregate from the sample and
place in a separate bag for disposal. For gravel or rocky soils, a sieve can be used
to remove the large aggregates. If a sieve is used, it needs to be decontaminated
between samples. Equipment Decontamination SOP for instructions.
b. Consolidate the sample into the bottom of the baggie.
c. Open the lid to the XRF stand and place sample inside, making sure that sample
is flush against the opening on the inside of the XRF stand.
d. Close the lid to the XRF stand.

3. Turn on XRF
analyzer.

a. Open the XRF case and remove XRF gun from case.
b. Slide XRF battery onto bottom of XRF gun handle.
c. Press and hold power button ( ) until XRF gun turns on and wait for system to
start.
d. Press where it indicates ‘press to logon.’ A warning message appears asking to
verify that the user is aware of the radiation source in the XRF unit.
e. Press ‘Yes’ to continue.

4. Log in and
calibrate
detector.

a. Type password (1234) when prompted.
b. Click ‘E’ to log in. After logging in, a screen appears with 7 icons appears, this is
the Main Menu screen.
c. Tap the ‘System Check’ icon.
d. Tap ‘Yes.’
e. The XRF unit will then go through an internal calibration.
f. When the calibration is done, tap ‘CLOSE’ on the XRF gun to return to the Main
Menu screen.
The detector should be calibrated at the start of each day of operation.

5. Set up XRF run
test.

a. Set parameters (e.g., analysis types, time, and analytes) required for the analysis
as detailed in the XL3 user’s manual, Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP), or
Work Plan (WP).
b. Once logged into XRF system, tap the ‘Analyze’ icon on XRF screen. A screen
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appears.
c. On the next screen tap ‘Soils.’
d. On the next screen tap ‘Data Entry.’ A Data Entry screen appears showing
several options (Sample Name, Sampler, Date, etc.).
e. In the upper right-hand corner, next to the ‘Sample Name’ icon, click the symbol
that looks like a miniature keyboard to display a keyboard on the screen.
f. Type in the sample name (do not press return yet).
g. Insert XRF gun into the bottom of the XRF stand with the XRF gun handle
pointing away from you. Be sure that the XRF gun is securely in place in the
bottom of the stand.
h. Press ‘return’ in the lower right corner of the keyboard screen.
i. To activate the unit, pull the trigger on the gun handle. The analysis will take
approximately 2 minutes to complete.
6. Record data.

a. After the XRF analysis is complete, results from the analysis will appear on the
screen.
b. Record the results and Test Number displayed on the screen; use the up and down
arrows on the XRF gun to scroll through data.
c. Open the lid on the XRF stand and remove the sample.
d. Mark the sample baggie as “RAN” so that sample does not get analyzed twice.
Place ran samples in a labeled box for storage and record keeping.

7. Run additional
samples.

a. With the XRF gun still in the XRF stand, press the return button (
) on the
XRF gun. This will display the ‘Data Entry’ screen.
b. On the Data Entry Screen, press the keyboard symbol located to the right of
‘Sample Name’ to display the keyboard.
c. Type the next sample name (do not press return yet).
d. Place the sample into the XRF stand and close the lid to the stand (as discussed in
Task 2).
e. Repeat the steps in Task 5 to activate the XRF unit.
f. Repeat Tasks 6 and 7 until all samples are analyzed.

8. Turn off XRF.

a. After all samples have been analyzed, remove the XRF gun from the bottom of
the stand (press and hold buttons on the side of the stand to allow XRF gun to be
removed from stand).
b. Press the return button (
) on the XRF gun until the Main Menu screen
appears.
c. Press and hold the power button ( ) until the XRF turns off.
d. Remove the battery from the gun and place these items back into the appropriate
case.
e. Disassemble the XRF stand and place back into the appropriate case.

Quality
Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC)
Requirements.

Required QA/QC tasks:
1. Run the Niton-supplied XRF blanks and NIST standards at the start of each day.
2. Record the results in the field logbook or on the XRF field datasheet or
equivalents. If the results are not within the ranges supplied by NITON in the
user manual, initiate troubleshooting tasks on the analyzer (refer to the user’s
manual).
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3. Run the blank and one standard QA/QC samples during sample analysis at the
rate of 1 for every 20 samples analyzed. QA/QC includes analyzing a replicate
sample every 20 samples and a duplicate sample (see the steps below).
Analyze a field replicate sample (1 for every 20 samples analyzed)
1. After recording the initial reading for a sample, DO NOT remove the sample
from the holder.
2. Restart the XRF gun and rerun the sample.
3. Record the information on the field data form or logbook as a replicate (or R
sample). Replicates samples help track the precision of the XRF.
Analyze a field duplicate sample (after every 20 samples analyzed)
1. After every 20 samples, analyze a duplicate sample by recording the results of the
20th sample.
2. Remove the sample bag from the XRF stand, remix the sample, and replace it in
the XRF stand.
3. Reanalyze the sample.
4. Record the results as a duplicate (or D sample). Duplicates help to determine the
precision of the XRF analysis as well as the homogeneity of the sample matrix.
5. Run a NITON-supplied blank or NIST standard after the replicate/duplicate
QA/QC samples to monitor the accuracy of the XRF results.
Confirmatory Samples
1. Samples may be sent to the laboratory for further XRF testing in order to develop
a statistical relationship to the field XRF results. This confirmatory analysis can
be used to verify the quality of the field XRF data.
DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT

The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
DRAWINGS
RELATED
SOPs/PROCEDURES/
WORK PLANS
TOOLS
FORMS/CHECKLIST

Equipment Decontamination SOP.
XRF and hand tools.
Field Logbook
APPROVALS/CONCURRENCE

By signing this document, all parties acknowledge the completeness and applicability
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PURPOSE

To establish a uniform field procedure to safely and effectively perform inspection and
maintenance tasks at sites listed under the BPSOU Reclaimed Areas.

SCOPE

Work described in this procedure includes creating temporary maintenance polygons to
accurately delineate areas in need of maintenance or further evaluation. Areas may
identify erosion, vegetation issues, weed spraying, vandalism, etc. Aerial photo and GIS
data review must be conducted prior to this field procedure.
WORK INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are intended to provide sufficient guidance to perform the task in a safe, accurate, and
reliable manner. Should these instructions present information that is inaccurate or unsafe, operations personnel must
bring the issue to the attention of the O&M Manager and the appropriate revisions made.

TASK

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Launch Collector
Application

a. Once onsite, launch the iPad collector application, sign in and open BRES
mapping application
b. Zoom to current GPS location as indicated by blue dot on the screen. Verify that
the location arrow icon is filled to indicate the current GPS location.

2. Collecting
Features

a.

To create a new polygon, tap the (+) arrow on the upper right-hand side of the
screen to open the data collection menu.
b. In the “filter” bar, search for the line that best describes maintenance area
(barren area, exposed waste, etc). Alternatively, a “Generic_Line” can be used
with descriptive attribute information.
c. Enter the attribute information prior to streaming. Streaming can be paused to add
more attribute information. Include existing Site Number and Quadrant Number.

3. Maintenance
Polygon Creation

a.

Walk to determined maintenance area. These areas can be determined in the field
or through desktop aerial photo and GIS data review
b. To start polygon collection, turn on the “Start Streaming” icon.
c. Physically walk the boundary while possessing GIS enabled iPad to create log
file. Click the “Submit” icon once polygon path is complete.

4. Maintenance
Polygon Upload

a.
b.

Finalize boundary delineations and verify that upload of BRES Maintenance
Polygon to BSB database occurred.
Verify that automatic upload the .shp file to the BRES maintenance database
occurred and prepare for four-year review cycle.
DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, AND TOOLS/EQUIPMENT

The following documents should be referenced to assist in completing the associated task.
BRES Quadrant Maps, Aerials
DRAWINGS

RELATED SOP’s /
WORK PLANS

SMP-10 Boundary Revisions

FORMS/CHECKLIST
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Appendix B.2
Engineered Covers Field Form

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

Appendix B.3
Butte Hill Revegetation Specifications

Butte Reclaimed Areas M&M Plan

BUTTE HILL REVEGETATION SPECIFICATIONS
(Revised October 2021)

Butte Hill Revegetation Specifications

BUTTE HILL LIMESTONE STABILIZATION
GENERAL
Work described in this section shall consist of preparing the ground surface for
limestone stabilization, hauling, placing, and spreading the limestone and fill on
prepared areas in accordance with this Specification at the locations shown on the
Drawings.
MATERIALS
Limestone sources will be approved by EPA. Limestone may be from any approved source and
shall have a calcium carbonate equivalent content of not less than 65%. All limestone must be
<1 inch in diameter and 50% (weight basis) must pass a 60 mesh (<0.25 mm) sieve.
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
pH Testing of Subgrade
Atlantic Richfield Company shall test the subgrade soil pH of all areas to be revegetated. The
frequency of testing shall not be less than one test per 40,000 square feet (approximately
200-x-200 foot grid). Limestone addition shall include areas to be revegetated where the
subgrade soil has a pH of less than 5.5. Acid-base accounting (ABA) may be required by EPA
under certain circumstances, such as the presence of acid-generating minerals, and the method
used to determine ABA shall be as described in EPA-600/2-78-054. Documentation of this
sampling effort, including a map showing sampling locations and sample results, shall be
included in the final construction completion document(s) for the project.
Installation of Limestone
The surface of the subgrade in the area to be covered shall be brought to grade and finished
smooth and uniform immediately prior to dumping and spreading the limestone. The
limestone shall be placed prior to the placing of the cover soil. A minimum 350 tons/acre
(approximately a 2-inch thick layer) of limestone shall be placed on the low pH soil.
Placement of the limestone layer on a site will be based on site-specific data and approved by
EPA prior to placement of limestone.
Grades on the area to be covered shall be maintained in a true and even condition. Where
grades have not been established, the areas shall be graded and sloped to drain. The surface
shall be left smooth in an even and properly compacted condition to prevent, insofar as
practical, the formation of low places or pockets where water will stand.
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BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL
GENERAL
The work of this section covers all operations required for furnishing, excavating, hauling,
stockpiling, spreading, and seedbed preparation of approved cover soil.
SUBMITTALS
Cover soil submittals will be provided in the Design Report or under separate cover and
approved by EPA prior to use. The following submittals shall be provided to EPA for each
cover soil source:
•

The intended cover soil source site location, including details on the area and depth to
be excavated at the source site location.

•

For each cover soil source, Atlantic Richfield Company shall be required to secure at
least 3 soil samples from the source area. EPA will be notified in advance of the sampling
effort and the approximate location and depth where samples will be collected.

•

Each of the above 3 soil samples shall be analyzed by an approved laboratory for the
following parameters: texture class and particle size; pH; saturation percent; electrical
conductivity (EC) in mmhos/cm; organic matter percent; NO3 - nitrogen; available
phosphorus (P); and available potassium (K). The above parameters shall be analyzed
using USDA classification and test methods as described in ASA/SSSA Monograph No.
9, Methods of Soil Analysis, Parts 1-2, most recent edition or as described in EPA
approved Clark Fork River Superfund Site Investigations documents. Also, each of the
above 3 soil samples shall be analyzed by an approved laboratory for the following soil
metals parameters: arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc. Cover soil placement shall
not begin until test results of the soil samples are known.

MATERIALS
Cover soil sources will be approved by EPA. Cover soil thickness shall be a minimum of 18
inches, unless otherwise approved by EPA in writing. Eighteen inches is considered the
minimum thickness required for long-term vegetation success. Sufficient cover soil should be
applied to account for settling, sloughing, and erosion. Cover soil material shall be reasonably
free of any trash, rocks, lumps of soil, stumps, and brush. Rock content (i.e., particles >2.0
mm) must constitute <45% (by volume) of the cover soil and the maximum allowable rock
size is 6 inches in diameter. To the extent possible, the cover soil source should be free of any
noxious weeds.
Cover soil shall be a friable material and the <2.0 mm fraction characterized as loam, sandy
loam, sandy clay loam, sandy clay, clay loam, silty clay, silty clay loam, silt loam, or silt in
accordance with the USDA Soil Conservation Service textural classification provided below.
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Per approval of EPA, loamy sand may be acceptable from 6 to 18 inches in certain
circumstances.
The soil pH shall be between 5.5 and 8.5. The soil SAR shall be <12. Soil saturation percent
will be less than 85% and greater than 25%. The soil shall have an EC less than 4
mmhos/cm. NO3, P, and K will be used by EPA and Atlantic Richfield Company to verify
fertilizer rates.

Figure 1. Graphic guide for textural classification of the less than 2 mm portion. (Source:
USDA Soil Conservation Service).
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The following chemical suitability criteria are general guidelines to be followed as
screening standards:
As
Cd
Cu
Pb
Zn

<97 mg/kg
<4 mg/kg
<250 mg/kg
<100 mg/kg
<250 mg/kg

With the exception of zinc, these suitability criteria were established for parks, play
areas, and residential yards in the Final Work Plan for Residential Areas, Butte Priority
Soils Expedited Response Action prepared by AERL dated May 1, 1995. These values
were provided in a February 14, 1995, letter from Sara Weinstock (EPA) to Dave
Sinkbeil (AERL) providing final comments on the above work plan. The criterion for
zinc was reduced to <250 mg/kg from <500 mg/kg to take into account potential
phytotoxic effects noted at the higher level in the Final Baseline Ecological Risk
Assessment, Anaconda Regional Water, Waste, and Soils Operable Unit, Anaconda
Smelter NPL Site, Anaconda, Montana, prepared in October 1997 by CDM Federal
Programs Corporation for EPA. The chemical suitability criteria listed above were
established for the Butte Hill and may not be appropriate for use at other Clark Fork
River Basin Superfund Sites.
It should be noted that some exceedances of the above criteria may still allow successful longterm vegetation. Therefore, if cover soil sampling shows a variance from the chemical
suitability criteria, Atlantic Richfield Company will notify EPA and a plan to address the
usability of that cover soil source will be discussed. EPA must approve in writing any cover soil
sources which exceed the above suitability criteria.
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Visual inspection of excavated cover soil shall be a continuous process to carefully observe
and recognize changes in source material characteristics. Visual inspection, in conjunction
with hand-texturing of the <2.0 mm fraction, will be used to determine the adequacy of the
borrow material ahead of excavation, to assure that current material meets textural criteria, and
to identify areas to move to if material begins to fall out of specification. Each inspection shall
record the location, test number for that day, date, time, estimated rock content percentage, and
soil texture (<2.0 mm fraction). The frequency of inspection is dependent on the variability of
the cover soil source material, but must be performed and recorded at least once daily during
periods of source material excavation and transport. It is desirable to have the same person
perform the inspections for the duration of excavation at a particular source area. In addition to
the above visual inspections, textural analysis by laboratory hydrometer testing may be
requested by EPA at a rate not to exceed one test for every 5,000 cubic yards of cover soil
material excavated. These tests will be used for comparison and guidance for field testing and
field observations. Copies of all inspection records and laboratory analyses shall be provided
to EPA for review. Summaries of inspection records and analyses shall be included in the final
construction completion documents for the project.
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For revegetation purposes, slopes must not exceed a maximum of 3:1 (3 horizontal to 1 vertical)
unless previously agreed to by EPA and Atlantic Richfield Company because of site specific
requirements. Cover soil shall not be placed until the areas to be covered have been properly
prepared, the limestone layer appropriately applied (if required), all construction work in the
area has been completed and approved by Atlantic Richfield Company, and EPA notified that
all subgrade preparations have been completed.
After the cover soil has been spread, large clods, hard lumps, rocks, and large roots over 6
inches in diameter; litter; or other foreign material (exposed iron, timbers, etc.) shall be raked
up, removed from the cover soil and disposed of properly. Further preparation of the cover soil
for seeding is provided in the specifications for Seeding and Fertilizing.
Atlantic Richfield Company shall grade the source area borrow site(s) to existing contours at
slopes not to exceed 3:1 (unless previously agreed to by EPA and Atlantic Richfield Company
because of site specific requirements) and to provide positive drainage. Atlantic Richfield
Company shall replace stockpiled topsoil to the borrow area. The borrow area shall be
prepared for seeding, mulching, and fertilizing as are other areas receiving cover soil.
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BUTTE HILL ORGANIC AMENDMENT APPLICATION
GENERAL
Organic amendment application shall consist of furnishing, applying, and incorporating soil
amendments, such as manure and compost, at locations and rates designated on the Drawings.
SUBMITTALS
Organic amendment submittals will be provided in the Design Report or under separate cover
and approved by EPA prior to use. The following submittals shall be provided to EPA for each
organic amendment source:
·

Location of Supplier;

·

For each supplier, at least three organic amendment analyses, including gravimetric
water content, rock and other fragment content, and organic matter content, as described
further under Materials; and

·

Proposed organic amendment application and incorporation methods and equipment.

MATERIALS
Analyses for organic amendments (such as manure, compost, etc.) shall include the
gravimetric water content (%, dry weight), the percentage of rock and/or other fragments
>2.0 mm fraction (%, dry weight), and organic matter content of the <2.0 mm fraction (%,
dry weight). The organic matter content of the <2.0 mm fraction shall be determined in the
laboratory using Walkley-Black procedure, ASA, Meth. Soil Anal., 1986, Method 29-3.5.2.
If manure is used as the organic amendment source, cattle manure shall be the preferred
manure type. Straw bedding material mixed into the manure is acceptable, but it shall not
constitute more than 20% of the dry weight.
Application Rate
The field application rate shall be calculated using 3% organic amendment on a dry weight
basis in the upper 6 inches of cover soil. Upon approval or direction from EPA, the 3%
application rate may be modified to account for site-specific conditions. Analyses for organic
amendments shall be submitted for each Supplier on a regular basis to determine if
adjustments to the field application rates are necessary. The water and rock and/or other
fragment content shall be deducted in calculating the field organic amendment application
rate. Documentation of the organic amendment application, including application rate
calculations, shall be included in the final construction completion documents(s) for the
project.
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CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Stockpiling Organic Amendment
Prior to stockpiling organic amendment on site, the Contractor shall develop an acceptable
stockpiling plan for Atlantic Richfield Company review and approval. The plan shall include
the location of the stockpile and adequate measures to prevent contamination of underlying and
adjacent soils and prevent air or water pollution.
Site Grading
Prior to placement of the organic amendment, all areas shall be graded as necessary to
approximately restore the design contours of the ground or to produce a contour that will blend
with contours of adjacent areas. This shall include grading erosion channels in revegetated areas
that are to receive organic amendment.
Organic Amendment Application
Organic Amendment shall be applied with agricultural manure spreaders or other approved
application equipment that enables spreading a uniformly regulated amount of material.
For a specified application rate, the Contractor shall apply the organic amendment in a uniform
manner across the landscape. Localized organic amendment application thicker than 6 inches is
unacceptable.
Contractor shall calibrate the organic amendment spreader prior to each use of the equipment
unless site conditions have not changed and equipment settings have not been altered since
previous calibration. Calibration records shall be furnished to Atlantic Richfield Company.
Upon request, copies of equipment calibration shall be provided to EPA for review. All
calibration records shall be included in the final construction completion document(s) for the
project.
Under no circumstances shall the Contractor apply the organic amendment during
wind conditions strong enough to displace material onto adjacent sites.
Organic Amendment Incorporation
Following organic amendment application, the soil shall be ripped to a 6-inch depth at 12inch centers. The soil shall then be tilled to a depth of 6 inches with a disc, rototiller,
moldboard plow, or chisel plow. An agricultural disc with a disc diameter of approximately
20 inches having cone-shaped discs at a spacing width of 6-8 inches is recommended.
Multiple tilling equipment passes may be required to achieve adequate incorporation.
Adequate incorporation will be a complete and uniform mixing of the manure and soil to a
depth of 6 inches. All tillage procedures shall be completed as soon as practicable after
amendment application.
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BUTTE HILL SEEDING AND FERTILIZING
GENERAL
Revegetation work described in this section includes fertilization, seeding, and mulching on
all project designated and disturbed areas upon completion of construction work. These areas
include finished embankment slopes, borrow areas, areas to be revegetated, and disturbed
areas.
MATERIALS
Seed
Hand collected native species and some of the special wetland species collected cannot meet
the following requirements. All seed shall comply with, and be labeled in accordance with, the
Montana Seed Law. Montana Code Annotated (MCA) 80-5-104 (2) states ... Indigenous
seeds, as defined in 80-5-101, in amounts of one pound or more, whether in packages or bulk,
must be labeled with the following information:
1.

The statement “Labeled only for reclamation purposes”;

2.

Lot number or other distinguishing mark;

3.

The common name, genus, species, and subspecies, when applicable, including the
name of each kind of seed present in excess of 5 percent. When two or more kinds of
seed are named on the label, the label shall specify the percentage of each. When only
one kind of seed is present in excess of 5 percent and no variety name or type
designation is shown, the percentage must apply to seed of the kind named. If the name
of the variety is given, the name may be associated with the name of the kind. The
percentage in this case may be shown as shown as pure “live seed” and must apply
only to the seed of the variety named;

4.

State or county of origin;

5.

The approximate percentage of viable seed, together with the date of test. When
labeling mixtures, the percentage viability of each kind shall be stated;

6.

The approximate percentage, by weight, of pure seed, meaning the freedom of seed
from inert matter and from other seeds;

7.

The approximate percentage, by weight, of sand, dirt, broken seeds, sticks, chaff,
and other inert matter;

8.

The approximate total percentage, by weight, of other seeds;
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9.

The name and approximate number of each kind of species of prohibited and
restricted noxious weed seeds occurring per pound of seed; and

10.

The full name and address of person, firm, or corporation selling the seed.

As listed in the Montana Seed Law, seed shall contain no “PROHIBITED” noxious weed
seed. The seed shall contain no “RESTRICTED” noxious weed seed in excess of the
maximum numbers per pound, as specified by MCA 80-5-105, or as specified by the
appropriate BSB County Weed Board, whichever is more stringent.
As defined by MCA 80-5-101(4), indigenous seeds include the seeds of those plants that are
naturally adapted to an area where the intended use is for revegetation of disturbed sites. These
species include grasses, forbs, shrubs, and legumes.
The Contractor must supply Atlantic Richfield Company with all seed bag tags and
certification from the supplier stating that the seed complies with the Federal Seed Act and the
Montana Seed Laws (MCA 80-5-101- through 305). Upon request, copies of said tags shall be
submitted to EPA for review. Copies of seed bag tags and certification shall be included in the
final construction completion documentation the project.
When legumes are seeded as the predominant mixture, the seed supplier shall include
inoculants (rhizobia) and provide documentation as specified in the Seed Certification. Seed
Certifications shall be submitted to Atlantic Richfield Company prior to any seeding. The
Contractor shall also submit a copy of the bill or other documentation from the seed supplier
showing actual bulk weights of the individual seed types combined in the mix an verification
of legume inoculation. The required certifications and documentation shall be provided to
Atlantic Richfield Company at least three days prior to the seeding.
Fertilizer
Fertilizer shall be delivered in standard-size bags of the manufacturer showing weight analysis
and manufacturer’s name, or in bulk quantities accompanied with written certifications from
the manufacturer stating that the fertilizer supplied complies with applicable Specifications.
Fertilizer shall be soluble commercial carrier of available plant food element or combination
thereof. The fertilizer to be used on the project shall supply the quantities of available
chemical elements stipulated below. The fertilizer shall be of uniform composition and in
good condition for application by suitable equipment. It shall be labeled with the
manufacturer’s guaranteed analysis, as governed by applicable fertilizer laws. Any fertilizer
that becomes contaminated or damaged, making it unsuitable for use, shall not be accepted.
All required fertilizer certificates shall be provided to Atlantic Richfield Company a minimum
of three days prior to fertilizing.
The certification shall include the guaranteed analysis of the fertilizers stated in the terms of
the percentages of nitrogen, and available phosphorous, potash, and boron, in that order.
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Mulch
Vegetative mulch shall be either grass hay or straw. Grass hay material shall be composed
primarily of perennial grasses. The grass hay mulch shall contain greater than 70 percent grass
by weight and shall not contain more than 10 percent alfalfa, crested wheatgrass or yellow
sweet clover. Grass hay shall be relatively free of noxious weeds and other undesirable
species.
Straw mulch material shall be clean grain straw, shall be relatively free of noxious weeds and
other undesirable species, and shall not contain greater than 5 percent cereal seed by weight,
i.e., seed heads. Wheat straw will be used whenever possible. Harvesting will be performed
with modern combines, which leave less grain in the straw.
Written approval of straw
and hay sources from the supervisor of the BSB County weed board shall be obtained.
Chopped or ground material is not acceptable. The mulch material is not acceptable if it is
damaged by rotting, molding, etc. to seriously limit its use for mulch. It shall be relatively free
of stones, dirt, roots, stumps, or other foreign material.
Application rates shall be 3,000 lbs/acre on flat non-critical erosion and potential dust
generating areas and 4,000 lbs/acre on all critical runoff and potential dust generating areas.
Exact application rates will be adjusted in the field to accommodate differences in mulch
material and seedbed conditions.
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Seedbed Preparation
Prior to executing the seeding, fertilizing and mulching work items, the seed bed at all sites
shall be prepared so these items can most efficiently be completed, with the areas resulting in
reasonable conformity to specified line and grade. The fertilizing, seeding, and mulching work
items shall be executed only after the seedbed condition has been approved by Atlantic
Richfield Company. The cover soil shall be prepared as described in the Cover Soil
specifications.
The seedbed surface must be in a condition that does not preclude growth at the time of
application of seed. Conditions that may preclude growth include, but are not limited to: large
clumps, clods, and impervious crusts of dirt; areas too tightly compacted to allow seed growth;
and areas of loose soils which could possibly become too compacted during the seed
applications to allow growth. The decisions on the conditions of the seedbed shall be made by
Atlantic Richfield Company. If Atlantic Richfield Company determines the seedbed is
inadequate for seeding, the Contractor shall treat the inadequate areas, as directed by Atlantic
Richfield Company, to attain as nearly as practicable the adequate condition at no additional
cost to Atlantic Richfield Company.
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Excessively tight or compacted soils shall be loosened to the minimum depth of 6 inches.
Disking, chiseling, or tilling of the soils shall be done at right angles to the natural flow of
water on the slopes, unless otherwise directed or approved by Atlantic Richfield Company.
Compaction of the soil, when required, shall be performed by equipment that shall produce a
uniform rough-textured surface ready for seeding and mulching. Existing structures and
facilities shall be adequately protected, and any damage done by the Contractor shall be
repaired or adjusted to the satisfaction of Atlantic Richfield Company.
Seed Application
General
Slopes and areas finished during the period of October 15 through June 15 may be permanently
seeded within this time period. The Contractor must obtain Atlantic Richfield Company
permission to commence seeding operations. Slopes and areas finished during the period June
16 through October 14 shall receive an annual cover crop from the straw mulch seed to protect
the in-place cover soils during this period. The control of noxious weeds and other undesirable
species will also be addressed during this period. The perennial seed mix shall then be applied
to the areas after October 15. EPA shall be notified prior to commencement of seeding
activities.
Specifications of each type of seed mix are outlined below. The seeding of steep slopes,
narrow medians, or small areas that are impractical to seed by drill may be performed by
using the hydraulic seeding methods, when approved by Atlantic Richfield Company. The
hydraulic seeding methods shall be used when the seedbed surface is too wet or swampy to
permit seeding by drill. Hydraulic seeding methods shall not be used during adverse weather,
as determined by Atlantic Richfield Company.
The applied seed, regardless of the method of application, shall not be covered by a
soil thickness greater than 1 inch in depth.
Seed Application Equipment
Drill Seeding
Seeding equipment used for applying grass/forb seed must be designed, modified or equipped
to regulate the application rate and planting depth of the seed mixture. Seed must be uniformly
distributed in the drill hopper during the drilling operation. Acceptable drills are: custom
seeders, furrow drills, disc drills or other drills approved by Atlantic Richfield Company. All
seeding equipment shall be operated perpendicular to the slope. Contractor shall calibrate the
drill seeder prior to each use of the equipment unless site conditions have not changed and
equipment settings have not been altered since previous calibration. Calibration records shall
be furnished to Atlantic Richfield Company. Upon request, copies of equipment calibration
shall be provided to EPA for review. A summary of all calibration records shall be included in
the final construction completion document(s) for the project.
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Planting depth shall be regulated by depth bands or coulters. The drill box shall be
partitioned by dividers no more than 24 inches apart, in order to provide for more even
distribution on sloping areas. The rows or planted seed shall be a maximum of 8 inches apart.
Drilling depth shall be from 1/4 to 1 inch.
Broadcast Seeding
Seeding by hand or mechanical broadcasting shall be permitted on areas inaccessible to drills
or impractical to seed by other prescribed methods. The broadcast seeding rate shall not be
less than twice the drill seeding rate. Following the seeding, the soil shall be hand-raked to
cover the seed. Broadcast seeding requires the prior approval of Atlantic Richfield Company.
Hydraulic Seeding
The Contractor must provide one pound of wood fiber mulch per each 3 gallons water in the
hydraulic seeder as a cushion against seed damage. The mulch used as a cushion may be part of
the total required mulch with the remainder applied after the seed is in place. The Contractor
may be required to use extension hoses to reach the extremities of slopes.
When using vegetative mulch, the Contractor may mix the seed with the fertilizer if his
hydraulic seed equipment is capable of uniformly mixing water, fertilizer, and seed, in that
order, and power blowing or spraying the mixture uniformly over the seedbed. After blending,
the slurry shall be applied to the seedbed within 45 minutes after the seed has been added to
the water- fertilizer mixture. If the slurry cannot be applied within the specified time, it shall
be fortified, at no cost to Atlantic Richfield Company, with the correct ratio of seed to the
remaining slurry and a new 45-minute time frame established for applying the fortified
mixture. At no time shall seed and fertilizer remain in a slurry for more than 45 minutes.
Seed Application Areas/Rates - The primary Butte Hill Primary General Seed Mixtures include:
the following:
Pal Mixture, 2020
Common Name
Species
lbs PLS/Acre
Bluebunch wheatgrass
Pseudoroegneria spicata
11.1
Idaho fescue
Festuca idahoensis
3.6
Western wheatgrass
Pascopyrum smithii
3.6
Prairie junegrass
Koeleria macrantha
0.2
Sandberg bluegrass
Poa sandbergii
0.5
Quick guard (sterile triticale)
Triticale
5.8
Blue flax
Linum lewisii
0.2
Rubber rabbitbrush
Ericameria nauseosa
0.1
Total
24.9
lbs: pound. PLS: pure live seed.
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Pal Mixture, 2017
Common Name
Species
lbs PLS/Acre
Bluebunch wheatgrass
Pseudoroegneria spicata
11.12
Idaho fescue
Festuca idahoensis
2.7
Prairie junegrass
Koeleria macrantha
0.08
Sandberg bluegrass
Poa sandbergii
0.28
Western wheatgrass
Pascopyrum smithii
3.96
Perennial Lupine
Lupinus perennis
5.33
Rocky Mountain Beeplant
Cleome serrulata
0.66
Canada Milkvetch
Astragalus canadensis
0.48
Common Sunflower
Helianthus annuus
0.73
Blanketflower
Gaillardia aristata
0.2
Blue flax
Linum lewisii
0.19
Mountain Big Sage
Artemesia tridentata
0.03
Rubber rabbitbrush
Ericameria nauseosa
0.13
Total
25.9
lbs: pound. PLS: pure live seed.

Pall Mixture, 2015
Seed Mixture
Rate
Bluebunch Wheatgrass
11.12
Idaho Fescue
3.58
Rouch Fescue
1.96
Prairie Junegrass
0.17
Sandberg Bluegrass
0.47
Quick Guard (Sterile Triticale)
5.76
Blue Flax
0.19
Rubber Rabbitbrush
0.06
Total
23.3

PLS: pure live seed.
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Butte Hill
Alternate Seed Mixture No. 1 - Gentle Sloped Areas (Less than 10:1) Revegetation Mix
Rate,
Seed Mixture
Planting
#PLS/Acre
Bozoisky Russian
5.0
Initial seeding, drill seeded on 15 to18 inch centers.
Wildrye
Ladak Alfalfa
2.0
Inter-seeded during following years as determined by
vegetation monitoring.
Total

PLS: pure live seed.

7.0

PLS/Acre

Butte Hill
Alternate Seed Mixture No. 2 B Grass-lined Ditches
Seed Mixture
Rate,
#PLS/Acre
Smooth Broughm
5.0
Birdsfoot Trefoil
1.0
Red Clover
0.5
PLS: pure live seed.
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Butte Hill
Alternate Seed Mixture No. 3 – General Seed Mixture
Common Seed Name
Bluebunch wheatgrass

Rate
11.12

Idaho fescue
Rough fescue
Prairie junegrass
Sandberg bluegrass
Western wheatgrass
Quick guard (sterile triticale)

2.71
0.87
0.08
0.28
3.96
5.76

Silky lupine
Canada mikvetch
Rocky Mountain Beeplant
Common sunflower
Blanket flower
Fuzzy-tongue Penstemon*

5.33
0.48
0.66
0.73
0.20
0.12

Blue flax
Big sage brush

0.19
0.03

Rubber rabbitbrush

0.13

Grand Totals

32.6

PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre
PLS/Acre

* Fuzzy-tongue Penstemon only used in Fall (after October 15) seeding applications.

PLS: pure live seed.

Pure live seed application rates shall be as specified in the tables.
The 2015 primary seed mixture was proposed by BSB County in collaboration with Montana
Tech native species vegetation specialist and is based upon monitoring results for successful
revegetation within the Butte area and has been reviewed and approved by BSB County, EPA
and the State for use in upland areas of the Butte Priority Soils Operable Unit. The Alternate
Seed Mixture No. 1 will only be used in areas with slopes of <10:1 that are particularly
susceptible to weed infestation. Additional optimal conditions for use of the alternative seed
mix include locations with high moisture holding capacity and shelter from strong wind
conditions. The Alternate Seed Mixture No. 2 has been proposed by BSB County and is an
option for hand seeding grass-lined ditches and detention basins.
Calculations of pure “live seed” may be made on the basis of either a germination test or a
tetrazolium test in addition to the purity analysis. Seed shall be applied on a pure “live seed”
basis. The quantity of pure “live seed” in a 100-lb. container shall be determined by the
formula: 100 multiplied by germination percentage, and this product multiplied by the purity
percentage. For example, if the seed is 85 percent pure and test 90 percent germination, then a
100-lb. container would contain 76.5 pounds of pure “live seed”.
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Fertilizer Application
If surface soil nutrient availability data are not available, fertilizer will be applied at a rate to
achieve soil concentrations of 60 lbs. of nitrogen (N) per acre, 80 lbs. of P2O5 per acre, and
150 lbs. of K2O per acre. Mechanical or hydraulic methods of application are allowed,
providing a uniform application at the specified rate is accomplished. The application
method is subject to approval by Atlantic Richfield Company. When scheduling and soil
conditions permit, the fertilizer shall be incorporated into the soil by disking, raking, or
shallow plowing to the full depth of the topsoil or to a maximum depth of six inches,
whichever is less.
Fertilizer shall be applied to the prepared seedbed prior to seeding or mulching and shall be
blended with the top layer of soil or concurrently with the seed (as “no-till” drills allow). Upon
EPA approval, fertilizer may be applied subsequent to seeding and mulching. Refertilization
following seedling establishment will not require incorporation. In no instance shall subsoil be
incorporated into the seedbed as a result of the fertilization operation.
Mulch Application
Mulch is usually applied during the summer and early fall and drill seeded after October 15th.
The mulch shall be applied in a uniform manner by a mulch spreader at rates varying from
2,000 to 4,000 lbs. per acre. The actual rate utilized shall depend upon site conditions (i.e.,
slope, erosion potential, etc.) and shall be approved by Atlantic Richfield Company and EPA
prior to application. The mulch spreader shall be designed specifically for this type of work.
The vegetative material shall be fed in the mechanical spreader at an even, uniform rate.
The mulch shall be anchored into the seedbed by using a mulch tiller (crimper). Straw or hay
shall be clean grain straw and shall be pliable.
Mulch tillers shall have round, flat, notched blades of these approximate dimensions: 0.25-inch
thick by 18 inches in diameter and spaced 8 inches apart. The tiller shall have sufficient weight
to force the vegetative mulch a minimum of 3 inches into the soil and shall be equipped with
disc scrapers. Mulch tilling shall be done on all slopes capable of being safely traversed by a
tracked vehicle. All mulch tilling shall be done perpendicular of the flow-line of the slope.
Mulch, where required, will be applied to seeded areas as close as possible to the completion of
seeding operations for the area. Mulch shall not be applied in the presence of free surface water,
but may be applied upon damp ground.
Mulch shall not be applied to areas having a substantial vegetative growth, such as grasses,
weeds, and grains. Areas not to be mulched shall be determined by Atlantic Richfield
Company. Mulching shall not be done during adverse weather conditions or when wind
prevents uniform distribution. Application shall be in a manner to not seriously disturb the
seedbed surface.
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Task
Capping
Seeding
Fertilizing
Mulching
Weed Spraying

BPSOU Reclamation Field Work Performance Periods
Application/Field Work
No Work Performed
March 2- November 30
December 1 - March 1
October 16-30; March 1 - June 14
June 15 - October 15
October 16-30; March 1 - June 14
June 15 - October 15
June 1 – October 14
October 15 – May 31
March 2 - November 30
December 1 - March 1
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